Introduction The radial forearm flap has been an important development in upper extremity reconstruction. However, it is also known that the donor defect can be a source of significant morbidity. One method of donor management that has been put forth is use of a radial forearm fascia-only flap, leaving the donor site skin intact, with application of a split skin graft to cover the flap itself. We report our experience with the use of the radial forearm fascia flap for upper extremity reconstruction. Methods A review of patients who underwent upper extremity reconstruction with a radial forearm flap was conducted. Records were analyzed for type of reconstruction (fascia+skin graft versus fasciocutaneous), reconstruction complications, and donor site complications. Results Fourteen patients underwent radial forearm flap reconstruction from 1997 to 2005. Seven were fascia-only, seven fasciocutaneous. In all cases of fascia-only reconstruction, the flap contour was judged to be excellent, whereas some of the fasciocutaneous reconstructions were found to be bulky, requiring secondary reduction. Additionally, the donor sites in the fascia-only group were judged to be of superior aesthetic quality. In the fascia group, there were no donor site complications, however, there was 1 partial skin graft loss on a flap, and 4 partial flap necroses. In the fasciocutaneous group, there were 2 episodes of skin graft loss on the donor site, and no full or partial flap losses. Conclusions While upper extremity reconstruction with a radial forearm fascia flap has the potential for donor improvement and improved contour of the flap compared with fasciocutaneous reconstructions, the flap itself can be more tenuous in the fascia-only reconstructions.
Introduction Arterial pseudoaneurysm following upper extremity penetrating injury is a rare complication that is likely under-reported in the surgical literature. Ulnar artery pseudoaneurysms may present a serious threat to digit perfusion and hand function. Potential risks include pain, arterial disruption, symptomatic expansion, and ulnar nerve dysfunction. The close proximity of the ulnar nerve places it in jeopardy and the resulting neuropraxia is often the presenting complaint. Variations in arterial anatomy alter clinical presentations and ultimately may impact management. These lesions are often deceptively innocent at presentation, but may have profound sequelae. To date, management is poorly defined in the literature. We recommend prompt surgical management to avoid devastating complications. Cases We reviewed two cases of ulnar artery pseudoaneurysm as a result of penetrating injuries to the upper extremity. The first patient suffered impalement of glass following a close proximity explosion. Development of a claw deformity secondary to intrinsic paralysis, increasing pain, and swelling prompted evaluation. A MR angiogram and duplex ultrasound confirmed the diagnosis and a patent palmar arch. The second patient sustained multiple gunshot wounds, including one to the right forearm. His injuries included a scapular fracture and diffuse brachial plexus injury, with dense anesthesia in the ulnar nerve distribution and no ulnar motor function. Evaluation confirmed complete arches distally with good perfusion. Spontaneous rupture occurred in the office during a routine follow-up examination.
Both patients underwent surgical exploration and resection of their respective lesions. At surgery, both ulnar nerves were explored and found to be intact. In the first case, resection of a large (6 cm) pseudoaneurysm was electively scheduled. The second patient required emergency resection of the ulnar artery pseudoaneurysm to prevent life-threatening arterial hemorrhage. Pre-operative clinical and radiographic evaluation proved useful in delineating the forearm anatomy and confirming the diagnosis. Both patients continue to have significant ulnar nerve dysfunction at latest follow up. Discussion The natural history of upper extremity pseudoaneurysms remains unpredictable. They should be carefully evaluated clinically prior to surgical treatment. A number of available imaging techniques can assist in preoperative localization and diagnosis. Due to the close proximity of the ulnar nerve and potential for lifethreatening hemorrhage, we support operative treatment in all cases. Repair or ligation should be performed in all patients to minimize the risks of compressive nerve injury, subsequent hand deformity and dysfunction, and spontaneous rupture.
(Arteriograms, duplex ultrasound, and intraoperative images available and to be included.)
Re-do Digital Sympathectomy in Refractory Raynaud's Phenomenon
Institution where the work was prepared: University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA Amir H. Dorafshar, MBChB; Iris A. Seitz, MD, PhD; Lawerence S. Zachary, MD; University of Chicago Background Digital Sympathectomy (DS) has been described as an efficacious method in the treatment of Raynaud' phenomenon. However, some patients develop severe symptoms of recurrent pain, limitations of functional activity, cold sensitivity and recurrent ulcerations many years after their initial procedure. Redo Digital Sympathectomy (RDS) has been previously theorized in the literature as a useful treatment option for patients with refractory Raynaud's phenomenon (RRP) but outcome has only been documented in one patient's finger. Here, we present our experience of RDS in the treatment of RRP. Hypothesis RDS would provide patients with RRP improvement in the severity of symptoms, functional activity, cold sensitivity and ulceration healing. Specific Aims To assess the efficacy and role of RDS of patients with RRP with respect to severity of symptoms, functional activity, cold sensitivity and ulceration healing. Methods Patients who failed non-surgical treatment for RRP undergoing RDS between 1995 and 2005 were evaluated. A retrospective chart review and telephone patient survey of patient demographics, previous therapeutic interventions and postoperative outcomes were performed. Severity of symptoms, functional activity, cold sensitivity and the healing of ulcerations were surveyed. Results Three female patients, age 34-64 (average 49) with RRP underwent RDS on a total of 8 fingers (7 fingers had single RDS, 1 finger had 3 re-do RDS). Average time to recurrence of symptoms after the initial DS was 6 years (range 2-8) and the duration of symptoms until RDS was performed was 41 weeks (range 6-104). After an average follow up of 1 year after the RDS for 16 fingers, all patients reported improvement in severity of symptoms (Levine Symptom Severity Scale 3.5 vs. 1.7 (range 1-5)), cold sensitivity (McCabe Cold Sensitivity Scale 354 vs. 120 (range 0-400)) and functional activity (Functional Activity Scale 3.7 vs. 2.5 (range 1-5)) in the affected fingers when comparing pre vs. post RDS. 7 fingers had preoperative ulcerations that were completely healed postoperatively at an average of 3 months. All patients were very satisfied with the results of surgery and all would recommend surgery for treatment of RRP. Conclusion Patients with severe recurrent RRP after previous DS may benefit from RDS as a surgical treatment option to improve symptom severity, functional activity, cold sensitivity and ulcer healing. Denervation and decompression of scar tissue surrounding the digital arteries may provide an explanation for the mechanism of enhanced blood flow to the fingers in these severely affected patients.
Complications of Adjuvant Radiation for Soft Tissue Sarcomas of the Hand
Institution where the work was prepared: Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA Rachel S. Rohde, MD 1 ; Carol Morris, MD 2 ; Patrick Boland 2 ; John H. Healey 2 ; Edward A. Athanasian 2 ; (1) Hospital for Special Surgery, (2) Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center Risks of adjuvant radiation therapy (RT) to improve local control and hand sparing surgical options in the treatment of soft tissue sarcoma of the hand (STSH) are not well characterized. The compact nature of functional tissues and limited tissue volumes might predispose to complications which result in significant functional impairment.
Purpose To determine the risk of hand-specific complications, predictive factors and relation to radiation timing following treatment of STSH with RT. Methods A retrospective chart review of 55 patients treated surgically for STSH was performed. Data regarding presentation, comorbidities, diagnosis, treatment, and outcome including complications were analyzed. Results Twenty-six of the 55 patients had undergone RT. Twenty-nine treatment-related complications occurred in 19/26 patients who had received RT (73%) compared to 3/ 29 patients treated without RT (10%). All who received brachytherapy and 14/23 (61%) treated with external beam irradiation alone had complications. Preoperative and postoperative RT complication rates were 75 and 72%, respectively. Conclusions Adjuvant RT of STSH was associated with increased complications. Risk was greatest when brachytherapy was used adjacent to joints. A better understanding of predictors of complications will be beneficial in determining timing and type of RT used to treat STSH.
Predicting the Development of Upper Extremity Compartment Syndrome in Traumatic Brachial Artery Injuries: A Retrospective Analysis
Institution where the work was prepared: Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Chicago, IL, USA Clark Friedrich Schierle, MD, PhD; Northwestern University; John Y. S. Kim, MD; UT M. D. Anderson Cancer Center
Background A sequelae of brachial artery injury in the setting of upper extremity trauma is the development of compartment syndrome (CS). A high index of clinical suspicion for CS is needed. Methods We performed a retrospective review of 139 trauma patients with brachial artery injury from 1985-2001. The variables observed were age, sex, ethnicity, mechanism and severity of injury, presence of concomitant trauma, total ischemic time, intra-operative blood loss, hemodynamic instability and signs of distal perfusion. Multivariate logistic regression explored predictive factors for development of compartment syndrome. Results Shock (p=0.03), combined artery injury (p=0.03), bone fracture (p=0.02), open fracture (p=0.01), combined nerve injury (p=0.02), operative time in minutes (p= 0.0007) and intra-operative total blood loss in 100 mL (p= 0.001) appear to be significantly associated with the development of CS after univariate analysis. Only 3 variables were significant after multivariate analysis Intraoperative blood loss in 100 mL appeared to be significantly positively correlated to the CS (p=0.0003), having combined artery injury was marginally significant (p=0.05), and having open fracture was marginally significant (p=0.10) as well. Odds ratio were 1.12, 5.79 and 2.68 respectively. We used all three significant variables in the final adjusted model to create a summative score for the development of CS with weights assigned proportional to the adjusted odds ratio. Odds of having compartment syndrome for subjects in group 2 and group 3 are 5.3 and 15.1 times the odds for subjects in group 1, respectively. Conclusion We have successfully established an easy summative score model to assess the risk of developing CS.
Avascular Necrosis of the Fourth Metacarpal Head Presenting in a Delayed Fashion After Successful Treatment of Adjacent Fifth Metacarpal Fracture: A Report of Two Cases
Institution where the work was prepared: Orthopedic and Sports Medicine, Annapolis, MD, USA Dan Hatef, MD; UT Southwestern; Jeffrey Gelfand, MD; Orthopedic and Sports Medicine Purpose Boxer's fracture is one of the most common fractures treated by hand surgeons. In patients who have less than 30 degrees of dorsal angulation and no malrotation, conservative treatment is usually acceptable. Commonly reported complications are non-union, malunion, rotational deformity, and functional deficit. To date, no authors have reported a case of avascular necrosis of the fourth metacarpal head secondary to a Boxer's fracture. Methods Two patients who sustained fifth metacarpal fractures are presented. One patient suffered his injury striking a tree, the other patient suffered his injury during volleyball when he struck the ball with a closed fist. Both patients were initially treated with casting followed by early range of motion. Both patients presented at least 6 months after injury with new symptoms of pain in the palm over the area of the adjacent fourth metacarpal head. Radiographs obtained revealed evidence of avascular necrosis of the fourth metacarpal head with complete healing of the previously injured fifth metacarpal. One patient had mechanical symptoms and radiographic appearance of a loose osteochondral flap, he was managed operatively with absorbable pin fixation of the loose fragment. The other patient was observed conservatively with periodic radiographs. Results Both patients had clinical resolution of symptoms. Serial radiographs suggest revascularization with evidence of remodeling of the lesions and no further evidence of collapse. Conclusions We report the first two cases of avascular necrosis presenting in a delayed fashion in the metacarpal head adjacent to a previously fractured fifth metacarpal. Suspicion should be raised in patients presenting with delayed onset of pain after successful treatment of a fifth metacarpal fracture and appropriate imaging studies should be performed to evaluate the possibility of avascular necrosis.
Flexor Digitorum Profundus Repair to Bone A Biomechanical Comparison
Institution where the work was prepared: University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA Deana Mercer; keikhosrow firoozbakhsh; jenifer fitzpatrick; moheb moneim; University of New Mexico
Purpose Treatment of distal flexor digitorum profundus injuries presents a challenge to the orthopaedic surgeon. Presently available techniques for repair of flexor digitorum profundus tendon injuries include button or suture anchor fixation. This study evaluates a newly proposed absorbable suture anchor and compares it to techniques using non-absorbable suture anchor of comparable size and button fixation. Methods Fifteen fresh-frozen cadaveric hands were used. The index, long, and ring finger were harvested for testing. Fifteen digits were randomly assigned to each of the three fixation techniques. Tendon-to-bone repair was done using the button, absorbable suture anchor, and non-absorbable suture anchor technique. Specimens were tested to failure using the Bionex-MTS system. Mode of failure and force to failure of fixation was recorded and statistically analyzed. Results Force to failure was not significantly different among the three fixation techniques (p>0.05). The mode of failure for the button technique was suture pull-out through tendon (100%). The mode of failure for the absorbable suture anchor was rupture at the anchor-suture interface (80%) and anchor pull-out (20%). The mode of failure for the non-absorbable suture anchor was suture pull-out through the tendon (60%) and rupture at the anchor-suture interface (40%). Discussion Bone quality, bone-anchor interface, and suture material play an important role in fixation strength. An insight to the mode of failure suggests that the best fixation technique in osteoporotic bone is the button technique or the non-absorbable suture anchor. (DD) . Previous methods to assess severity of DD are based on the degree of contracture of an affected digit. We feel these methods of assessment may be incomplete and that other factors should be considered. We aim to devise a new scoring system, which can quantify the severity of DD to predict postoperative outcome.
Caucasian patients diagnosed with DD (n=92) from Northwest England were assessed for DD. Criteria for evaluating severity incorporated quantified variables including; age at onset, bilateral and ectopic disease, family history, frequency of and recurrence following surgery, number of digits affected and combined total flexion deformity (TFD) of all digits. Severity scores were correlated to a known staging system of DD TFD for a single affected digit.
Total severity score ranged between 3 and 37 (mean= 14.1, SD=7.9) and revealed significant positive correlation to a known staging system (r=0.8, p<0.001).
Previously degree of contracture in an affected digit was used to predict surgical outcome. It is evident from this study that other factors should also be considered when grading severity that may influence post-operative results. Thus a new severity scoring system for DD has been introduced.
Severe Peripheral Vascular Disease of the Upper Extremities. A case study
Institution where the work was prepared: Providence Hospital/Mayaguez Medical Center, Southfield, MI, USA Gustavo E. Bello-Rojas, MD; Providence Hospital Extensive upper extremity tissue loss usually results from atherosclerotic, vascular disorders or distal thromboembolic events. This then becomes a challenge for the vascular and hand surgeons. Salvage procedures such as in-situ vein grafting, arteriovenous reversal or proximal to distal bypass procedures are necessary.
A 55 year-old female with a history of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure and chronic hypertension presented with sudden onset of pain in both upper extremities with necrosis of the 3rd right digit and the 3rd and 4th left digits. There was no evidence of infection but necrosis extended to the proximal phalanx. Distal pulses were absent bilaterally.
A bilateral upper extremity angiogram showed occlusion of the ulnar and radial arteries with dilatation of the superficial palmar archers.
Reversed saphenous vein grafts were used as conduits in both extremities. A right brachial to ulnar artery bypass was performed initially and four weeks later a left brachial to radial bypass was performed. Both bypasses were anastomosed distally close to the origin of the corresponding arch. Her postoperative progress was uneventful. Finger systolic pressures were measured and this showed significant improvement of flow. Areas of necrosis become demarcated and the affected digits were amputated several weeks later. At three months, graft patency was evaluated with an angiogram of the upper extremities, and flow to both deep palmar arches was confirmed.
Chronic severe ischemia of the upper extremity is a rare entity because of the collateral network of the limb. Compared to the lower extremity, arterial reconstruction of the upper extremity is rarely performed. There are few publications regarding bypass grafting of the upper extremity and its long-term results. Though ischemia of the upper extremity is a known entity, treatment guidelines for the condition are ill defined, and a standard of care does not exist. Traditional treatment of proximal vessel disease involves bypass, endarterectomy, balloon angioplasty and stenting. However, distal vessel occlusions were considered not to be amenable to direct operative treatment.
The result of this case suggests that distal upper extremity occlusions can be treated by distal revascularization procedures. This is recommended as a salvage procedure.
Introduction Lymphangioma of the finger is a rare and challenging congenital tumor, the treatment of which is not well standardized. Our review of the literature found only four reported cases involving the finger and these were included within two larger case series. This report describes two children with recurrent lymphangioma of the finger and discusses the diagnosis, pathogenesis, and treatment of this rare upper extremity disease. Cases Two healthy two year old children presented with a non-painful enlarging mass involving the radial mid-lateral aspect of the middle phalanx of the right index and middle finger respectively. The masses were firm, non-tender, nonmobile and 7-8 mm in diameter. Range-of-motion, sensation, and tendon function was normal. X-rays demonstrated no soft tissue calcification, osteolysis, or deformity. MRI of Case 1 revealed a lesion with indistinct borders in close proximity to the radial neurovascular bundle. During excisional biopsies, only marginal excisions could be obtained without excising vital adjacent structures. Pathology results were consistent with lymphangioma. The masses recurred at six and seven months respectively. One recurrence associated with pain underwent a repeat excision. Pathology confirmed the diagnosis of recurrent or residual lymphangioma. After 9 months, the mass recurred a second time. After two years, both patients are free of pain and functional deficits. Discussion Lymphangioma is the least common vascular tumor of the hand. It is a congenital benign neoplastic proliferation of lymphatic channels that presents as a soft tissue mass usually in infants or shortly after birth. Treatment in the hand can be extremely difficult secondary to the tumor's invasive characteristics and proximity to delicate vital structures of the musculoskeletal and neurovascular system. Imaging studies offer little help in delineating tumor margins. This invasive tendency makes complete excision difficult and leads to a high local recurrence rate. Diagnosis is based on the predominant tissue type from biopsy. Conclusion In spite of the associated surgical difficulties, operative excision is the only treatment choice for lymphangioma of the hand and method of preventing gradual tumor enlargement. We recommend early and as complete excision of the tumor as possible. Initial and all subsequent excisions and biopsies should undergo histological analysis. We suggest early repeat surgical excision for enlarging tumors associated with pain or functional limiting characteristics. Image Dilated endothelial-lined channels contain fine, amorphous eosinophilic material in the original excision from Patient 1; these features characterize lymphangioma. 100X magnification of hematoxylin and eosin stained section. Summary Reviewing the routine use of radiographs in the evaluation of 102 patients with dorsal wrist ganglions indicates that the practice is costly and unlikely to change the management in this population. Introduction Dorsal wrist ganglions are common diagnoses for Orthopaedic Surgeons with a referral incidence of 55 per 100,000, or 165,000 per year. Despite their characteristic appearance and location, it is common to include routine wrist radiographs in the initial evaluation. It is our objective to evaluate cost and benefit of this practice. Methods In a community based hand practice, a retrospective chart review of 102 patients with confirmed diagnosis of dorsal wrist ganglion was performed. Data points collected were age, gender, side of ganglia, hand of dominance, history of trauma, history of malignancy, range of motion, and radiographic and pathologic results. Results One hundred two patients had confirmed dorsal wrist ganglion on aspiration or excision. Of those, 13 (12.7%) had positive radiographic findings, of which seven had previously known findings. Of the remaining six patients with new radiographic findings, none had their clinical management altered secondary to the findings. Discussion Despite the ease of diagnosis, many surgeons use routine wrist radiographs as a screening exam in dorsal wrist ganglions. This practice in 102 patients failed to alter the treatment for any patient. With cost per radiograph ranging from $28.94 (Medicare reimbursement) to $72.00 (our institution fees) the cost per positive radiographic finding ranged from $227.07 to $564.92, with a total cost of $2951.88 to $7344. With an incidence of 165,000 per year, the total cost of this practice would range from $4,775,000 to $11,880,000. The clinician should be aware of the significant cost and low odds of altering their treatment with this practice.
The use of an Innovative Device for Wound Closure after Upper Extremity Fasciotomy
Institution where the work was prepared: Temple University Hospital, Philadelphia, PA, USA Carlos Medina; Julia Spears; Avir Mitra; John Gaughan; John Roussalis; Patricia Chavez; Amitabha Mitra; Temple University
The usual postoperative management of fasciotomy wounds of the upper extremity consists of delayed primary closure but tissue edema and friability often makes this difficult. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the Silver Bullet Wound Closure Device (SBWCD, Boehringer Laboratories, Norristown, PA), a new device for delayed primary closure of fasciotomy wounds.
A retrospective review was performed over a period of 36 months (January 2003-January2006) of all patients with an upper extremity fasciotomy wound that could not be closed primarily. Demographic data was collected along with clinical information regarding each patient. Cases that underwent fasciotomy closure with the SBWCD were separated from the patients that had a split thickness skin graft (STSG). Statistical analysis was performed using the Fisher's Exact Test and T-Tests. A total of 14 patients had their fasciotomy wound closure managed either with the SBWCD or a STSG. Eight patients had their wound closed with the Silver Bullet Wound Closure Device within 10 days (mean of 7.5 days). Six patients had their wound close with a STSG in an average 8.0 days. We were unable to appreciate a significant difference between the closure times for the SBWCD and STSG. The average number of days between the day of the fasciotomy incision and the date of the placement of the SBWCD was 2.3 days. STSG were placed on the fasciotomy wounds on an average of 9.6 days after the date of the fasciotomy incision. The difference between the two means was statistically significant. We found that the SBWCD allowed for starting to approximate the edges of the fasciotomy wound at an earlier time when compared to STSG (2.3 days vs. 9.6 days).
We feel that the SBWCD as a one stage procedure provides a consistent and efficacious way to manage upper extremity fasciotomy wounds while minimizing the morbidity associated with STSG (pain at the donor site, creation of an additional wound, muscle to tendon adhesions, insensate skin over the fasciotomy site, poor cosmetic results). Elimination of a second stage procedure reduces hospital costs. Our findings at Temple University Hospital may help to inform surgeons about an available alternative when an upper extremity fasciotomy wound is not amenable to primary closure.
Introduction Flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) lacerations and ruptures of zone 1 near the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint are common injuries but demonstrate variable anatomy. In some cases, the vinculae hold the FDP in its anatomical position within the flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) decussation distally, and deep to the FDS tendon more proximally. In other cases, the FDP retracts toward the palm. Accepted repair techniques of retracted tendons and tendon grafts include either reestablishing the FDP's anatomic positioning or allowing the FDP to travel alongside the FDS within the pulley system of the finger. Methods To determine whether pursuance of the often technically more difficult placement of the FDP within its native sheath translates into clinical advantages regarding extent of flexion of the DIP joint, we performed dissections on the four fingers of nine cadaver hands for a total of 36 digits. A laceration was created in the FDP tendon at its insertion in the distal phalanx. The FDP's vinculae and attachments were stripped proximally to a level proximal to the A1 pulley. The FDP tendons in half of the digits were replaced beneath the FDS and through the decussation prior to repair of the laceration with standard Bunnell's suture technique. The other half of the digits received suture repair after placement of the FDP through the digital pulley system beside the FDS. The digits were flexed using a standard weight system, and range of motion at the DIP joints were measured. Results Average range of motion at the DIP joints of control digits prior to dissection were 37°, 60°, 57°, and 50°for the index, long, ring, and small digits, respectively, with an overall average of 51°. Average range of DIP joint motion of the nonanatomic repairs were 43°, 59°, 62°, and 51°for the index, long, ring, and small digits respectively, with an overall average of 54°. Average range of DIP joint motion of the anatomic repairs were 29°, 47°, 35°, and 65°for the index, long, ring, and small digits, respectively, with an overall average of 44°.
Discussion Although the ranges of motion for the anatomical repairs were actually less than the nonanatomical repairs in all digits but the small finger, no results reached statistical significance. It appears that the additional difficulty of anatomical replacement of the FDP through the FDS decussation does not improve functioning, at least in a cadaver model.
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In-vivo 3-D Distal Radioulnar Joint Arthrokinematic Analysis During Resisted Active Pronation and Supination
Institution where the work was prepared: Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA kazunari Tomita, MD; Shian Chao Tay, MBBS, FRCS, FAMS; Richard A. Berger, MD, PhD; Kimberly Amrami; Kai-Nan An, PhD; Mayo Clinic
Purpose Torque production is felt to be a critical function of the human forearm, yet there are no studies that have quantified displacement of the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) resulting from resistance rotation loading of the forearm. The purpose of this study is to quantify displacement of the DRUJ in normal subjects during resisted rotation loading. Methods Ten normal volunteers without any wrist pathology (age 29.2±7.4 yrs, F:5 M:5) participated in the study. Bilateral 3-D CT scans of the subjects' distal forearms were obtained while grasping vertical posts of a custom jig, maintaining a neutral forearm position. Scanning was then performed in three loading conditions no load (NL) serving as the control condition, maximum active resisted supination (S), and maximum active resisted pronation (P). Using Matlab and ANALYZE programs, three different registration methods (manual, automatic voxel, and automatic surface) of CT image were used to quantify relative displacement of the radius and ulna (designating the radius as the stabilized bone). The ulnar fovea served as the moving reference landmark where a displacement vector between loading conditions was determined using the registration matrices. Comparisons of 3-D displacement data were performed between no load and resisted pronation (NL-P), and no load and resisted supination (NL-S). Results The mean magnitudes of displacements in the NL-P condition were 2.51 mm (±0.77 mm) by manual, 2.76 mm (±0.78 mm) by voxel and 2.63 mm (±1.23 mm) by surface registration methods. The mean magnitudes of displacements in the NL-S condition were 1.65 mm (±0.89 mm) by manual, 2.19 mm (±0.71 mm) by voxel and 1.78 mm (±0.73 mm) by surface registration methods. No statistically significant differences were detected between the displacements in the NL-P and NL-S conditions or between the three registration methods. Relative to the images with the radius stabilized, resisted pronation load results in distal and supination displacement of the images of the ulna, while resisted supination load results in relative pronation of the ulna (Fig. 1) . Conclusions 3-D displacement of the ulna relative to the fixed radius at the DRUJ during resisted rotation loading was reported in normal volunteers. The normative data from this study will contribute to understanding the normal kinematics of the DRUJ.
The Effect of Wide Excision of the Distal Ulna on Radioulnar Load-Sharing
Background Previous studies have investigated the effect of wide excision of the distal ulna with regards to functional outcomes and pain relief. Likewise, studies evaluating changes in radioulnar load sharing with forearm positioning and the role of the interosseous membrane have been performed. However, to our knowledge no studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of wide excision of the distal ulna with respect to radioulnar load sharing proximal to the interosseous membrane.
Methods 5 pairs of cadaveric upper limbs (10 total) were potted into custom test fixtures, 5 right in neutral rotation and 5 left in supination. These limbs were subjected to a 134 N load by means of a servohydraulic press (Instron) and measurements were obtained at the proximal and distal radius with strain gauges and at the radiohumeral joint with a Tekscan pressure sensor. 10% of the distal ulna was then excised, the load reapplied and measurements obtained. This process was repeated in 10% increments until 50% of the distal ulna was excised.
Results A significant increase in strain was found at the proximal radius with a 10% and 20% excision of the distal ulna in supination (p=.041, p=.039 respectively) when compared to the intact specimen. However, a significant decrease in strain was found in the proximal radius with a 20% excision in the neutral position (p= .031). No significant differences were found at any other level of excision including after 50% of the ulna was excised. Analysis of the data obtained from the Tekscan revealed a significant increase in pressure at the radiohumeral joint with a 20% excision of the supinated specimen when compared to the control (p=.044). No other significant differences were found by the Tekscan methodology. There was no significant difference found between neutral and supinated positioning of the upper limb with respect to controls or at any level of excision of the distal ulna with either mode of evaluation. Conclusions Although good clinical results can be obtained with wide excision of the ulna, changes in radioulnar load transfer and radiohumeral joint pressures do occur and may have long-term clinical significance.
The Distal Radio Ulna Joint Prosthesis as an Effective Last Resort After Failed Salvage Procedure; A Study of Functional Outcomes in 18 cases
Institution where the work was prepared: cmki, louisville, KY, USA Adam Goodwin; luis laurentin; Christine M. Kleinert Institute Purpose Salvage procedures for distal radio ulna joint arthritis include resection or replacement of the ulna head. These can result in painful impingement of the distal ulna remnant against the radius during weight bearing or, following ulna head replacement, subluxation of the ulna. The Scheker distal radio ulna joint prosthesis comprising of an ulna stem and radial ultra high molecular weight polyurethane ball and socket, restores the functional relationship between the radius and ulna. The initial study group comprised 31 patients with failed distal radio ulnar joint ablation. Methods All 31 first generation DRUJ prosthesis patients were contacted after a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 9 years follow up post surgical treatment. 13 were lost to follow up or unavailable to participate. 18 completed the DASH, PRWE and pre and post operative pain score questionnaires. In all 18, range of motion, grip strength and weight bearing ability in a pronated and neutral position were compared between the treated and contralateral side. Results Mean PRWE scores were 30.14 following DRUJ prosthesis and mean DASH scores were 23.1. Patients subjectively scored pre operative pain on a five point scale at a mean of 4.29 and post operative pain at 0.94. Mean pronation following DRUJ prosthesis was 89% of the contralateral side and supination, 86%. Grip strength as evaluated by Jamar II was 67% of the contralateral side. In the 15 wrists that had not also undergone previous fusion, extension was 88% and flexion was 71% of the contralateral side. One patient developed CRPS and was unable to bear any weight, but of the remaining 17 patients, 13 were able to lift ten pounds with the treated side, 11 without any pain in the neutral position. 8 were able to lift 20 lbs, 5 without any pain in the neutral position. Conclusions Ablation of the ulna head can result in significant morbidity. This study demonstrates in 18 patients with unacceptable functional deficit following Darrach, Sauvé-Kapandji, Bower and Watson procedures, the first series Scheker DRUJ prosthesis provides another option in the treatment of distal radio ulna joint disease. Subjective and objective outcome measures were closely comparable to the contralateral untreated side and indices of patient satisfaction were high. The prosthesis restores the radio ulna functional relationship sacrificed by ablative procedures and as such represents a significant advancement in the treatment of challenging distal radio ulna joint disease. Purpose Eliciting tenderness in the region of the ulnar head fovea is a possibly useful clinical test for defining the source of ulnar-sided wrist pain. Until now, no reports of the clinical sensitivity and specificity of this test have been available. Based upon anecdotal observations, a hypothesis was developed and subsequently tested which stated that ulnar fovea tenderness (positive "fovea sign") is sensitive and specific in detecting two ulnar sided wrist conditions foveal dissociation of the distal radioulnar ligaments, and ulnotriquetral (UT) ligament injuries. Methods After IRB approval, the clinical and surgical records of all patients who presented to the hand clinic of the senior author from the time the "fovea sign" test was developed through the present who subsequently underwent wrist arthroscopy were reviewed (N=272). Data recorded included the presence or absence of the "fovea sign", relevant findings on concurrent clinical and imaging examinations, and the findings of pathology recorded at the time of surgery. All examinations and surgery were carried out by the senior author.
"Fovea Sign" The "fovea sign" test is executed by pressing the examiner's thumb distally into the interval between the ulnar styloid process and flexor carpi ulnaris tendon, between the volar surface of the ulnar head and the pisiform. A positive "fovea sign" is designated when there is exquisite tenderness that the patient claims replicates their pain, with comparisons made with the contralateral side. Results The median age was 33.7 years (range, 12.6 to 74.7 years), with 53.7% males. The right side was the symptomatic side in 53.4% (57.7% dominant side). A history of trauma was present in 75.4%. Ulnar sided wrist pain was the site of predominant pain in 55.1% (150 patients). The "fovea sign" was positive in 156 patients. There were a total of 90 foveal dissociations and 88 UT ligament injuries diagnosed on wrist arthroscopy. The sensitivity of the "fovea sign" in detecting foveal dissociations and/or UT ligament injuries was 95.2%. Its specificity was 86.5%. Conclusions The hypothesis stating that the "fovea sign" is a useful clinical maneuver to detect foveal dissociation and UT ligament tears is supported. The conditions thus elicited represent two common sources of ulnar-sided wrist pain. The differentiation between the two conditions may be made clinically, where UT ligament tears are typically associated with a stable DRUJ and foveal dissociations are typically associated with an unstable DRUJ.
Failed Darrach Procedure: An Allograft Solution
Institution where the work was prepared: Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA, USA Filippos S. Giannoulis 1 ; Jeffrey A. Greenberg, MD 2 ; Rob W. Weiser, PA-C 1 ; Dean G. Sotereanos 1 ; (1) Allegheny General Hospital, (2) Indiana Hand Center
Purpose We describe a new technique for the treatment of painful instability of the distal ulna after Darrach procedure using an allograft as a mechanical interposition. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the results of this technique.
Methods In this study we report on 17 patients who underwent revision of their Darrach procedure using an allograft (human Achilles tendon allograft). The average age of the patients was 47 years (range 39-68) and the average time after the original procedure was 15 months. The indication for the revision surgery in all patients was incapacitating pain over the distal stump of the ulna which increased during pronation or supination and with active grip. Pain was assessed using a VAS (Visual Analog Scale). Grip strength was measured using a dynamometer. All patients had instability of the distal ulna, and crepitus or palpable "clicking" during forearm rotation. Radiographs of all patients demonstrated erosion of the medial cortex of the radius, indicating impingment. Technique 2 or 3 suture anchors were placed into the medial cortex of the radius, proximal to the sigmoid notch where the impingment occurred. An adequate amount of the allograft was then sutured into an anchovy. The size of the allograft was determined by pronating and supinating the involved forearm with pressure applied to the ulnar aspect of the ulna to assess crepitus. Sutures were placed through the allograft, creating a pillow-shaped spacer. Two or three drill holes were then placed into the distal ulna for fixation of the allograft to the ulna. With final allograft placement there should be significant padding between the radius and the ulna to prevent any palpable crepitus during forearm rotation under compression. Results After an average follow-up time of 34 months all patients were re-evaluated by subjective assessment, range of motion, grip strength, pain relief and radiographs. We report 16 patients with good and excellent results and 1 patient with persistent complaints (our first patient). There were no radiographic changes noted. Conclusions The use of an allograft as a mechanical interposition between the radius and the ulna has not been described previously.With this technique there is no need for a metallic prosthesis and as much bulk graft as necessary is obtainable. We believe that this technique is an excellent alternative to metal arthroplasty for reconstruction of difficult cases of failed distal ulna resection.
Biomechanical Evaluation of Volar Locking Plates for Distal Radius Fractures
Introduction The development of fixed-angle devices have been a major advancement in orthopedic fracture care. The strength of these fixed angle constructs combined with the benefits of using a volar approach for distal radius fractures, have made volar locking plates an attractive option for fixation of these fractures. This study compares the biomechanical strength of two popular existing volar locking plate systems (Synthes LCP and Hand Innovations DVR) along with a non-locking volar T-plate (Synthes). Methods Formalin-fixed cadaver forearms were used for this study. Each specimen was radiographed and any specimens with bony deformity were discarded. The speci-mens were divided into 3 groups (A, B, and C) with similar bone densities based on dexascans. A completely unstable extra-articular fracture pattern was creating using a standardized technique. Group A was fixed with the Hand Innovations DVR plate, group B with the Synthes LCP plate, and group C with the Synthes non-locking T-plate. A materials testing machine was used to load each specimen in axial compression with 2000 cycles of 400 Newtons, representing the physiologic loads created by flexion of all of the digits during the post-operative rehabilitation period as determined by previous studies. Stiffness, yield point, and ultimate strength were recorded for each construct. Results Each of the fixed-angle constructs completed 2000 cycles, whereas the non-locking plate failed at an average of 560 cycles. The mean stiffness of the Hand Innovations DVR plate, Synthes LCP plate, and the Synthes non-locking plate was 277.00 N/mm, 343.17 N/mm, and 175.67 N/mm, respectively. There was a statistically significant difference between both fixed-angle constructs and the non-locking plate (p<0.05), however, the difference between each fixed angle construct did not reach significance. Since, the non-locking plates failed the cyclical testing, yield point and ultimate strength could only be determined for the two fixed-angle devices. There was no statistically significant difference between the constructs for both yield point (Hand Innovations DVR=855.56 N, Synthes LCP=894.15 N) and ultimate strength (Hand Innovations=1021.97 N, Synthes LCP=1114.87 N). Discussion Based on the data from this study, fixed-angle constructs can withstand cyclical loading representing normal physiologic forces encountered during post-operative rehabilitation. There was no significant difference observed between the two fixed-angle constructs for stiffness, yield point, and ultimate strength. Based on the results of this study, volar fixed-angle locking plates are an effective treatment for unstable extra-articular distal radius fractures, allowing early post-operative rehabilitation to safely be initiated.
Biomechanical Comparison of Different Volar Fracture Fixation Plates for Distal Radius Fractures
Institution where the work was prepared: University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO, USA Kareem Sobky, MD; Kenneth Thomas, MD; Todd Baldini; Joel Bach; Jennifer Moriatis Wolf, MD; University of Colorado Health Sciences Center
Purpose To compare the biomechanical properties of four volar fixed-angle fracture fixation plate designs in a novel sawbones model, with test comparisons in cadaver bone. Methods Four volar fixed angle plating systems were used on sawbone models that had a 10 mm section of the distal radius removed to simulate an unstable extra-articular fracture. Each construct, with six plates from each system, was tested to failure in axial compression. Six separate constructs with each plate type then underwent 10,000 cycles applying 100N of compression to simulate physiologic wrist motion and were then tested to failure in axial compression. Two plates from each system were also implanted in fresh frozen cadaver wrists with a section of distal radius removed in an identical fashion for testing. The cadaver wrists were tested in axial load to failure for comparison to the sawbones. The four plates used were the Hand Innovations DVR-A, Avanta SCS/V, Wright Medical Lo-Con VLS, and Synthes volar plate. Results All groups were loaded to failure. All failed with an apex volar angulation. The Hand Innovations DVR-A plate demonstrated significantly more strength in load to failure and failure after fatigue cycling (p=.000007 for single load and p=.0019 for fatigue failure) in a sawbones model. In cadavers there was no significant difference among the groups (p value=.85) in axial compression failure. The cadaveric model demonstrated an identical failure mode to sawbones, but forces were approximately a magnitude higher to cause failure of the bone. The Avanta SCS/V plates were the only noted to have any amount of pullout of the distal fixation, occurring in two of twelve plates. Conclusions Volar fixation of unstable distal radius fractures with a fixed angle device is a reliable means of stabilization. The Hand Innovations DVR-A plate fixation system was the most rigid of the systems tested.
Why Plate? Fractures of the Distal Radius: A Unique Approach
Institution where the work was prepared: M Ather Mirza MD PC, Smithtown, NY, USA M. Ather Mirza, MD; Mary Kate Reinhart, CNP; M. Ather Mirza, MD, PC Purpose To assess the radiographic, clinical and functional outcome of patients with distal radius fractures treated with a minimally invasive, non-bridging external fixator. Methods Over an 18 month period, patients with distal radius fractures (DRF's), extra-articular; displaced, nondisplaced and intra-articular; non-displaced, reducible displaced fractures were treated with a minimally invasive cross pin fixation (CPX) system with an unobtrusive lightweight non-bridging external fixator/strut. A removable, custom splint applied 5-7 days post-operatively allowed early mobilization of the wrist. Radiographic measurements radial height, radial inclination, and palmar tilt were recorded post reduction, post removal of fixation and at 6 months post-op. Outcome instrument scores were obtained 5-10 days, 3, 6 and 12 months post-op using the DASH and Patient Rated Wrist/Hand Evaluation (PRW/ HE).Wrist range of motion (ROM), grip and pinch strengths were measured at specific intervals by an Occupational/Certified Hand Therapist. Results 26 consecutive patients were treated with the CPX external non-bridging system. 1 patient was excluded in the early postoperative period due to non-compliance. The remaining 25 patients, 19 females and 6 males, mean age 60 (range 28-87) presented as 11 right, 15 left/15 dominant, 10 non-dominants, 1 mixed dominance DRF's. Anatomic reduction was maintained. Wrist ROM was compared to the contralateral side, at 12 weeks dorsiflexion 77%, volarflexion 66%, pronation 94%, supination 83%, and at 1 year DF 92.5%, VF 87%, pronation 96%, supination 102%, was achieved. At 6 months, mean grip strength was 84% of the contralateral side and 98% at 1 year. Instrument outcomes at 6 months and 1 year revealed mean scores respectively; DASH 17.5 and 9.43, PRW/HE 22 and 15.
Conclusion This study demonstrates that the CPX external non-bridging system is an effective minimally invasive surgical procedure for stabilization of DRF's. Radial height, palmar tilt and radial inclination are maintained. Good clinical and functional results were obtained as well as comparable DASH and PRW/HE outcome scores.
Dupuytren's Diathesis Revisited-Modification of an Important Prognostic Indicator
Institution where the work was prepared: University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom Sandip Hindocha, MBChB; John K. Stanley, MCh, Orth, FRCS; Stewart J. Watson, MRCP, FRCS; Ardeshir Bayat, MD, PhD; University of Manchester Hueston originally coined the term "diathesis" relating to certain features of Dupuytren's disease (DD) dictating an aggressive course of disease. His initial description of DD diathesis include four factors; ethnicity, family history, bilateral DD and ectopic lesions. The degree of diathesis is considered highly significant in predicting recurrence (new DD lesions in the same area of surgery) and extension (new DD lesions outside the area of surgery) of DD following surgical management. However, to date there are no clear data regarding the accurate predictive value of various features of DD diathesis. Prognostic indicators of risks associated with surgery are important. We aim to evaluate the current criteria and formulate a statistical predictive value for DD diathesis.
Caucasian patients diagnosed with DD between the ages of 25-90 years (n=322) from Northwest of England were assessed for DD diathesis with a clinical history and examination. DD diathesis assessment was analysed by calculating odds ratios of developing recurrent DD using logistic regression. Ethical approval and written consent by all patients were obtained.
The observed recurrence rates in presence of significant risk factors and corresponding odds ratio (OR) of recurrent DD were calculated. Of note recurrent disease was observed in; 46% males (OR=1.72, p=0.03); 47% with bilateral DD (OR=1.48, p=0.07); 48% with family history of DD (OR=1.32, p=0.14); 47% with age of onset less than 50 years (OR=1.47, p=0.09), 52% in those with ectopic lesions (OR=1.54, p=0.07); and in 63% with Garrod's pads (OR=2.5 p=0.006).
The original DD diathesis factors; Caucasian ethnicity, family history, bilateral DD and ectopic lesions have been modified. Our modified DD diathesis includes; Caucasian ethnicity, family history with one or more affected sibling/parent, bilateral disease(nodules or contractures in palm or digit), ectopic lesions in the knuckles (Garrod's pads), male gender and age of onset less than 50 years. The presence of smoking and alcohol consumption is controversial and therefore not included in the modified DD diathesis. The presence of all new DD diathesis factors in a patient suggests a strong diathesis and increases the risk of recurrent DD by 71% compared to a baseline risk of 23% in those with none of these modified DD diathesis factors.
Safety and Efficacy of Injectable Mixed Collagenase Subtypes in the Treatment of Dupuytren's Disease, Early Phase III Results
Institution where the work was prepared: Auxilium Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Malvern, PA, USA Marie Badalamente, PhD; SUNY-Stony Brook; Lawrence Hurst, MD; SUNY at Stony Brook Purpose To assess the efficacy and safety of injectable collagenase subtypes in reducing the degree of contracture in metacarpophalangeal (MP) and/or proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints in patients with Dupuytren's disease (DD). Methods In this randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled study, patients with Dupuytren's disease were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to receive an injection of 0.58-mg mixed collagenase subtypes (AA4500, Auxilium) or placebo. Thirty-five adults, 28 males and 7 females, mean age 63 years with flexion deformity of 20°of the MP and/or PIP joints were enrolled. Patients could receive a maximum of 3 injections in the primary joint, at 4-6 week intervals. Follow-up visits occurred 1 day, 1 and 2 weeks, and 1 month after each injection. The primary efficacy variable was overall clinical success (primary joint correction to 0°-5°of extension) after the last injection. Subsequent joints could be injected. Flexion contracture, range of motion, grip strength, and adverse events were evaluated. Statistical comparisons between groups were conducted using 2-sided t-tests with P≤0.05 significance. Results Of the 35 patients, 21 patients had MP and 14 patients had PIP contractures as the primary joint. Twelve patients (7 MP, 5 PIP) received placebo, and 23 patients (14 MP, 9 PIP) received mixed collagenase subtypes. Clinical success was achieved in 21 of 23 (91%) patients treated with mixed collagenase subtypes in the primary joint, whereas, zero of 12 placebo-treated patients attained clinical success in the primary joint (P<0.001). There was no loss of grip strength or normal range of finger motion in any patient. The mean number of injections required for clinical success in the primary joint was 1.4±0.74 (n=23) (1.3±0.62 in MP (n=14) and 1.6±0.88 in PIP (n=9). In mixed collagenase-treated joints, the mean time to success was 8 days. All patients treated with mixed collagenase subtypes had an adverse event compared with 9 of 12 (75%) placebo patients. Injection site pain, peripheral edema, and ecchymosis were the most common study drug related adverse events. All adverse events resolved well in 6-13 days. No serious drug related adverse events were observed. Longer-term follow up was 1.6 years.
Conclusions Injection with mixed collagenase subtypes (AA4500) successfully corrected MP and PIP joint contractures in 91% of patients with DD compared with 0% of placebo-treated patients. The most common treatmentrelated adverse events were injection site reactions which resolved well. Purpose Interleukin-10 (IL-10) is a potent anti-inflammatory cytokine shown to inhibit scar formation in fetal wound healing. Overexpression has also been shown to create a permissive environment for adult scarless wound repair. However, the role of IL-10 in adult tendon healing and scar formation is unknown. The hypothesis of this study is that IL-10 overexpression will lead to reduced inflammation and scar formation in adult healing tendon and improved biomechanical and histological properties.
AAHS Concurrent Scientific Paper Session 1B
Methods Adult mouse patellar tendon was transfected (via injection) with an equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV) construct containing the IL-10 transgene (EIAV/IL-10) to create IL-10 overexpression. Successful transfection was confirmed by PCR, with IL-10 transgene expression peaking 2 days post-injection.
Sixty-six, 10-week-old C57BL/6 male mice were utilized for the tendon injury study. Sham mice (n=32) received bilateral 10 microliter injections of sterile saline into their patellar tendon. Experimental mice (n=34) received bilateral 10 microliter injections of 1x10^10 viral copies/ml titer of EIAV/IL-10 vector. All mice then underwent bilateral, full-thickness, partial-width, central patellar tendon injuries 2 days post-injection. Mice were sacrificed at 5, 10, 21, and 42 days post-injury.
Presence of IL-10 was analyzed via immunohistochemistry (n = 4/group). Tendon healing was analyzed on histology (n=4/group) by assessing for degree of cellularity and collagen fiber organization at the injury site. Specimens also underwent biomechanical analysis (n=9-10/group). Results Immunostaining revealed increased amounts of IL-10 at day 10 in the experimental group relative to sham. At day 21, however, the experimental group demonstrated increased tendon cellularity on histology relative to sham. There was no difference in collagen fiber organization between groups at day 21 and 42. Maximum stress was significantly increased at day 42 in the experimental group ( Conclusions Superior biomechanical properties observed in experimental tendons at day 42 support the hypothesis that IL-10 overexpression can reduce scar formation and create a stronger tendon. Increased cellularity in the experimental group may be due to compensatory inflammatory mechanisms triggered by overexpression of IL-10. However, this model demonstrates that adult tendon can be successfully transfected with a viral transgene and that IL-10 overexpression can improve post-injury adult tendon healing. Purpose The purpose of this study is to evaluate the biomechanical and histological characteristics of a novel tendon fixation device using a polylactide/polyglycolide platform for flexor tendon repair. Methods A new method of flexor tendon repair was devised using a polylactide/polyglycolide platform in which no suture strands cross the laceration site (Fig. 1) . The glide resistance of control intact zone II human cadaver tendons was compared to tendon lacerations repaired with the polylactide/polyglycolide platform device (n=3). Ultimate strength of tendon repair under in-vitro (no healing) simulated active ROM rehabilitation at 0, 2, 4, 6, & 8 weeks with the device was compared to standard 4-strand repairs (n=40). Load to failure testing was performed in the in vivo caprine (goat) model at 2, 4, 6, and 8 weeks after flexor tendon repair using the device (n=16). Additional tendon repairs underwent tissue analysis at 8 wks post-repair device (n=5) and 4-strand repair (n=1) and 4 wks post-repair device (n=2) and 4-strand repair (n=2). Immunohistochemical analyis was performed using antibodies against H&E, Mason's Trichrome, collagen I & III, and Factor VIII for 8 week time point and only H&E at the 4 week time point. Results In human cadaver tendons, glide resistance increased an average 0.21 lbs after deployment & 0.25 lbs after 1000 cycles. Ultimate strength of tendons repaired with the device under in-vitro (no healing) simulated active ROM rehabilitation averaged 13.4 lbs at 0 wks, 11.7 lbs at 2 wks, 11.1 lbs at 4 wks, 9.4 lbs at 6 wks, and 4.2 lbs at 8 wks. (p<.05 for all time points) In caprine tendons, ultimate strength of repair using the device was 20.2 lbs at 2 wks, 35.2 lbs at 4 wks, 45.2 at 6 wks, and 82.6 lbs at 8 wks. All device repairs were intact at 8 wks post-repair with no gap formation. Collagen I & III deposition was present across the laceration sites. Positive Factor VIII staining was also present, indicating vascular ingrowth. Minimal inflammatory reaction around the device was observed. Conclusions The polylactide/polyglycolide platform tendon repair device provides fixation that will permit early active motion, minimal glide resistance, and adequate healing without excessive inflammatory reaction.
Evaluation of Looped Suture and New Suture Material for Tendon Repair
Institution where the work was prepared: Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, CA, USA Lawrence G. Sullivan, MD; Chad Brockardt; Montri D. Wongworawat, MD; Qiang Dai, PhD; Barry Watkins, MD; Loma Linda University
Purpose Flexor tendon repair strength is proportional to the number of suture strands crossing the repair site. It has not been shown if each strand needs to result from a separate pass through the tendon. Our purpose was to assess (1) whether one throw of looped suture across a flexor tendon repair site equals 2 separate throws of suture, and (2) whether or not 2-stranded Fiberwire repair is equivalent to 4-stranded Supramid repair. Methods Seventy two Porcine flexor tendons were harvested and divided into 8 groups (n=9). Transverse lacerations were created and repaired using simple Tajima configuration, looped Tajima suture, double throw Tajima, and fourstrand cruciate suture. Tendon repairs were fixed to clamps and distracted at a constant rate of 10 mm/min (Instron), and the repair site was filmed with a digital video camera. The force at 2 mm gap, force at failure, and the gap at failure were recorded. Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis Multiple-Comparison Test. Results The Supramid Tajima×2 performed better than the Supramid Tajima-looped with respect to force applied to reach 2 mm gap (35 vs. 14 N) and gap at failure (4.1 vs. 8.8 mm), p < 0.05. The 2-stranded Fiberwire Tajima performed similarly to the 4-stranded cruciate Supramid repair with respect to force at 2 mm gap (17 vs. 22 N), force at failure (42 vs. 46 N), and gap at failure (6.9 vs. 5.6 mm). Twenty-seven of the 36 repairs using Supramid failed at the knot, whereas 18/36 repairs using Firberwire failed at the knot and the other 18 failed by pullout from the tendon. Overall, when measuring by the above parameters, Fiberwire Tajima×2 performed the best. Conclusions With respect to force at 2 mm and gap at failure, looped suture cannot substitute for 2 separate throws of suture. Two stranded Fiberwire Tajima repair equaled 4 stranded cruciate repair with Supramid for all tested parameters. Overall, Fiberwire Tajima×2 provided the best biomechanical characteristics.
Introduction Results of zone 2 flexor tendon repairs remain unsatisfactory despite numerous different repair techniques and suture materials. Complex suture knots are difficult to master, are bulky, may lead to excessive foreign-body tissue reaction, knot impingement and, ultimately, may compromise the repair. In this study we investigate the tensile properties of a novel ultrasonically welded knotless suture repair.
Materials and Methods
The AxyaWeld? Suture Welding System uses ultrasonic energy in a small probe-like instrument to compress and weld the two limbs of the suture. Porcine flexor tendons (n=20) were repaired using a core nylon suture welded using the AxyaWeld® Suture Welding System (n=10) or a conventional 4-0 Ethibond four strand core suture (n=10). Repairs were pulled to failure using a Zwick® tensile testing apparatus. Loadelongation data, type and location of failure were recorded for each sample.
Results The ultimate loads were significantly higher in the welded group (p<0.05). The welded group had significantly less (p<0.05) elongation at failure than knots. Tendon repairs in the welded group were stronger than the knotted group (p<0.05) at biological failure. Conclusion These results suggest that welded tendon repairs may provide strong, consistent and highly reproducible repairs compared to conventional knotted repairs where slippage may compromise the outcome.
Management of the Central Extensor Tendon on the Surgical Approach for Exposure of the Proximal Interphalangeal Joint A Biomechanical Study fusion. The volar approach to expose this joint spares the extensor mechanism at the cost of an increased risk of neurovascular damage. In the dorsal approach the extensor mechanism must be carefully handled, reattached and then protected during rehabilitation. Several surgical techniques have been used to handle the extensor mechanism [1-4]. Swanson et al. recommended incision of the central tendon in the midline followed by release of the lateral insertion on the middle phalanx and then reattachment to the base of the middle phalanx. Our clinical experience led us to a new surgical technique of splitting and then repairing the extensor mechanism without the bone reattachment as recommended by Swanson. The purpose of this study was to biomechanically test and compare the strength and function of this proposed simple technique with that of Swanson.
Methods Four pairs of fresh-frozen cadaveric hands were used. The index, long, and ring finger were harvested for testing. Twelve digits (3 digits×4 hands) were designated as control and were used to measure the fixation strength of Swanson's procedure. The other 12 digits of the paired hands were designated as experimental and were used to measure the fixation strength of the proposed new technique. The control specimens were prepared as described by Swanson. In the experimental group we exposed the PIP joint by splitting the central slip and repairing the halves with nonabsorbable sutures without reattachment to the bone. Extensors were loaded to 25 N at the rate of 1 mm/ second using the Bionex-MTS system. Force/displacement curves were produced and the load per unit displacement following tendon excursion were determined and statistically analyzed using paired t-test.
Results The mean±SD were, respectively, 4.74±0.46 N/mm for the control group and 4.62±0.30 for the experimental group. The results were not statistically different, p=0.45. Discussion The simple repair of the central slip without the bone reattachment preserves the function of the extensor mechanism on the PIP joint. In our clinical cases we haven't noticed any increase in the incidence of extensor lag or boutoniere deformity as a result of that. This technique can be also applied for fracture fixation in the area. Mallet finger deformity is one of the most frequent encountered pathological entities after extensor tendons injuries, which appears as result of the disruption of an extensor tendon continuity over the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint. Despite the fact that a lot of methods were used in managing this invalidant deformity, the treatment of mallet finger is still a very debated subject. We'll try to demonstrate the advantages of a new surgical method by using a dorsal deepidermized flap reinserted transosseous. The procedure starts by maintaining the DIP joint 0 degrees of extension by using a Kirschner wire. Then we perform an intradermical incision that delimitates a flap on the distally 2/3 of the dorsal aspect of the second phalanx, the distal end of the flap coinciding to the DIP joint; the width of the flap is of 3-5 mm, depending to the degree of swelling and the skin elasticity. The flap is deepidermized and then, after the incision is deepened on its both sides and distally, it is raised superficial to the tendon. At the level of extensor insertion on the distal phalanx a hole of 1-1,5 mm is done. A steel thread 5/0 is passed through the distal end of the dermoadipous flap and is then passed through the intraosseous hole and knotted palmary in a tie-over manner. The extensor tendon is sutured with some 3-4/0 resorbable threads to the flap. The skin is closed over the flap. Postoperatively we immobilize only the DIP joint. The steel thread is took out after three weeks, the Kirschner wire after four weeks and the immobilization after five weeks. After that, the DIP joint is gradually weaned from the immobilization. We used this method in 97 cases. We have a recidive of the disease in10 cases, from which 3 cases required arthrodesis. The patients regain 95-100% of DIP stability and mobility, with an extension deficit of 0 to 10 degrees. In conclusion, this simple and effective method avoids a prolonged and uncertain immobilization and has a significantly high percent of success. The method uses local resources and avoids the rejection phenomenom related to allograft materials. The distal transosseous reinsertion and centromedulary wiring are important technical adjuvants and improve the final results.
Results of Tenodermodesis for Severe Chronic Mallet Finger Deformity in Children
Institution where the work was prepared: Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, USA Tarik Kardestuncer, MD 1 ; Donald S. Bae, MD 2 ; Peter M. Waters, MD 2 ; (1) Brigham and Women's Hospital, (2) Children's Hospital Boston Introduction Treatment of chronic soft tissue mallet fingers in children can be challenging, due to noncompliance with splinting, associated soft tissue injuries, and delays in diagnosis. The purpose of this investigation was to assess the results of tenodermodesis for the treatment of chronic or complex mallet fingers in children.
Methods A retrospective analysis of 14 children was performed. All had extensor lag greater than 45 degrees, absent distal interphalangeal joint (DIPJ) extension, and full passive DIPJ motion. Post-operatively, patients were evaluated for DIPJ motion, deformity, pain, functional limitations, and the need for additional treatment. Indications for surgery included chronic mallet fingers (n=7), tumor reconstruction (n=2), congenital abnormalities (n=2), or complex crush injuries to the fingertip (n=3). Average age at the time of surgery was 6.3 years (range 1.4 to 15.4 years). Thumb Extension is Immediate following Extensor Indicis Proprius to Extensor Pollicis Longus Tendon Transfer Using the "Wide Awake" Approach Institution where the work was prepared: Saint John Regional Hospital, Saint John, NB, Canada Michael Bezuhly, BSc, MD 1 ; Gerald Sparkes 1 ; Amanda Higgins 2 ; Michael Neumeister 3 ; Donald H. Lalonde 1 ; (1) Dalhousie University, (2) Saint John Regional Hospital, (3) SIU School of Medicine Background The elective use of low-dose epinephrine in hand surgery has allowed for the performance of simple operative procedures with tourniquet-free pure local anesthesia (the "wide awake" approach). The absence of general anesthesia or sedation has, in turn, allowed for the observation of how quickly the sensorimotor cortex adapts following procedures such as tendon transfers. Methods Seven patients underwent a "wide awake" transfer of extensor indicis proprius (EIP) to extensor pollicis longus (EPL) between February 2002 and May 2005 for restoration of thumb extension using local lidocaine with epinephrine alone. One of the seven patients experienced a rupture of their initial transfer, necessitating a transfer of extensor carpi radialis longus to EPL using the "wide awake" approach. Results All seven patients were able to extend their thumbs fully via EIP intra-operatively immediately following transfer suture placement. Restoration of function was not ablated by loss of proprioception or visual feedback. At a mean follow-up of 15 months, thumb extension was restored to within normal limits in the affected thumb, with a slight decrease in grip and tripod pinch strengths. Conclusions The "wide awake" approach has allowed us to adjust tendon transfer tension with active movement prior to skin closure without the risks associated with general or regional anesthesia. In addition, it has allowed us to observe immediate cortical adaptation in the context of a simple tendon transfer. We hypothesize that the brain's ability to immediately use EIP for thumb extension stems from the activation of pre-existing synergistic cortical finger movement programs.
Single Incision Repair with Suture Anchors for Treatment of Distal Biceps Tendon Rupture: A 59 Cases Follow up
Institution where the work was prepared: Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA, USA Filippos S. Giannoulis, MD; Rob W. Weiser; Dean G.
Sotereanos; Allegheny General Hospital
Purpose We describe the results of 59 patients who underwent treatment for acute distal biceps tendon rupture using a single incision and suture anchors. The purpose of the study is to evaluate if this method is reliable and if it can reduse the risk of ectopic bone formation or synostosis. Methods 59 patients underwent surgical repair for acute rupture of the distal biceps tendon, using suture anchors and a single incision. All performed by 1 surgeon. We had 58 male and 1 female with a mean age of 48 years (range 30-59). Our operative technique consisted of an "S"-shaped anterior incision centered over the antecubital fossa. After identification and protection of the lateral antebrachial cutaneous nerve, we exposed and mobilized the ruptured biceps tendon. The distal portion of the tendon was debrided and the radial tuberosity gently decorticated. A 4 stranded suture was then inserted into the tuberosity. The tendon was advanced to bone and the sutures were tied using the modification of Kessler's technique, holding the elbow in 90o of flexion. The post-op protocol was a posterior splint for 10 days (in 90o of flexion and 20o of supination), a dynamic hinged-extension block brace in 45o for 3 weeks and progressive advancement to full extension in 3 more weeks. Strengthening exercises were permitted after 3 months. Results All acute tears were repaired anatomically. The follow-up period was 39 months (range 18 m-11 years).
Objective data consisted of ROM (range of motion) of the elbow, flexion and supination strength were measured by a BTE Work Stimulator. The ROM was normal in 49 patients, 10 patients lacked 10o of extension. 51 patients returned to their pre-injury level of activity and within 6 months returned to work. All patients reported pain relief and good recovery of strength and were completely satisfied of the outcome. There were no implant failures, nerve palsies or heterotopic bone formation. Conclusions Use of a single incision repair with bone suture anchors provides secure fixation of distal biceps tendon to the radius with minimal volar dissection wich is associated with a minimum risk of synostosis and posterior interosseous nerve injuries. This method is reliable for acute ruptures. Return to normal strength and range of motion can be expected if tendon repair is performed before 3 weeks. The advantages of this method are less dissection for re-attachment of the tendon, less nerve injuries and no ectopic bone formation or synostosis.
Immediate Motion After Distal Biceps Repair Using a Dynamic Elbow Flexion-Assist Splint Therapy Progression and Outcomes
Institution where the work was prepared: Samaritan Hand Therapy Specialists, Corvallis, OR, USA Julianne Howell, MS, PT, CHT 1 ; James Gyovai, PT, CHT 1 ; Luis Vela, DO 2 ; (1) Samaritan Hand Therapy Specialists, (2) Private Practice This presentation will describe the use of immediate motion with a dynamic elbow flexion-assist splint and prospectively report treatment outcomes after distal biceps repair (DBR). Our series consisted of ten men 49 years old (range 40-56 years) who had their distal biceps tendon repaired by the same surgeon at 5.7 weeks post rupture (range 2-16 weeks). Six repairs involved the dominant extremity, 7 of 10 were repaired by modified Boyd-Anderson 2-incision technique and 3 by Achilles tendon allograft. The rehabilitation program was initiated one week (range 2-11 days) after repair and was divided into 3 phases; protective motion (0-6 weeks); active-controlled motion (7-8 weeks); and progressive resistance (2-6 months). During the protective motion phase a dynamic elbow flexion-assist splint-hinged at the lateral elbow was fabricated. Full elbow flexion was allowed by way of the splint's dynamic component. The arc of active elbow extension was controlled by a positive stop hinge. Initially the stop was set at 75°flexion; weekly thereafter for a total of 6 weeks the stop was adjusted by 15°increments to increase the arc of active elbow extension. The forearm was positioned within the splint in full supination for 6 weeks. Forearm pronation/supination was supervised weekly by the thera-pist within the allowable arc of elbow extension/flexion. At 6 weeks transition was begun between the protected and active-controlled motion phases; the dynamic flexion-assist component was removed to permit full controlled active elbow and active forearm motion within the hinged splint. At 7 weeks the splint was discontinued. Starting at 8 weeks the resistive phase included progressive resistive exercise for elbow flexion, supination, flexion/supination and general upper extremity conditioning. Each patient was seen for an average of 13 visits (range 10-17) over a 17 week period (range 12-22). There were no complications. Therapy outcomes to be presented include AROM/ PROM, isokinetic/isometric testing, DASH, PREE, and patient satisfaction scores. Results of EMG analysis of biceps activity during dynamic elbow flexion-assisted splint controlled motion and PROM will also be demonstrated. Analysis of the outcomes in this series of patients supports our immediate use of dynamic splint-assisted motion from full elbow flexion to 75°extension after DBR. Our program is a departure from programs that include static splints that immobilize the elbow at 90°elbow flexion. We believe that frequently cited ROM and muscle performance limitations may be minimize if surgeons and therapists collaborate in their efforts to improve rehab techniques.
Giant Cell Tumor of the Tendon Sheath: Risk Factors for Recurrence
Institution where the work was prepared: Mount Carmel Medical Center, Columbus, OH, USA John G. Mowbray, MD 1 ; Raymond K. Wurapa, MD 1 ; John M. Bednar, MD 2 ; Brent A. Bickel 1 ; Damon C. Adamany 1 ;
(1) Mount Carmel Medical Center, (2) Thomas Jefferson University
Purpose Giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath (GCTTS) is a common, frequently recurring tumor generally treated by surgical excision. This study was designed to identify risk factors to assist surgeons and patients in predicting recurrence. Methods A retrospective analysis of the surgical database was performed to identify all patients with a diagnosis of GCTTS of the hand who underwent tumor excision by 1 author over a 5-year period. Eighteen patients were identified and followed for an average of 39 months to monitor for recurrence. Results Five tumors recurred in total, yielding a 27.8% recurrence rate. When tumor recurrence was examined, the authors noted that all occurred in patients older than 50 years (5/11), for a 45.5% recurrence rate. No tumors (0/7) recurred in patients younger than 50. This difference was statistically significant with a chi-square value of p<.04. Three recurrent tumors were intra-articular and 2 were extra-articular. Intraarticular tumors recurred at a 42.9% rate (3/7), while extra-articular recurrence was only 18.2% (2/11).
Conclusions This study found a statistically significant relationship between patient age greater than 50 years and tumor recurrence. This series also suggests that intraarticular extension may be linked to recurrence of giant cell tumors of the tendon sheath, although further investigation will be necessary to establish a statistically significant link. The authors believe that patient age and determination of adjacent intra-articular extension may help the surgeon more clearly delineate the postoperative prognosis for GCTTS recurrence.
Recurrent Giant Cell Tumors of the Hand; A Prospective Study
Institution where the work was prepared: Henry Ford Health System, Detroit, MI, USA Craig Oser, DO; Aamir Siddiqui, MD; Joseph Musial, PhD; Peter Janevski, MD; Henry Ford Hospital Background Giant cell tumors of the tendon sheath, located in the hand, remain a treatment dilemma. One has to balance the extent of the dissection and extirpation with the risk of recurrence. There is no consensus however, regarding how best to rate the risk of or predict recurrence. Our goal was to identify patients at high risk of recurrence based on the topography of the tumor and progression of the excision. Methods A prospective clinical case study of all biopsyconfirmed cases of giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath from a single institution was undertaken between 1997 and 2004. Cases were recorded in an anatomically-based operative registry which identified the surgical planes entered or tissues excised during the procedure. Complications and delayed recovery were also tracked. Results A total of 213 patients were included in this study. Mean follow up was 4.5 years. Overall recurrence rate was 13%. Chi-square analysis was performed in order to determine if there was an association between tumor recurrence and involvement of specific tissue structures as identified from the operative registry. According to the data analysis, there was an association between tumor recurrence and extensor tendon incision/excision, joint capsule incision/ excision and location in the distal phalanx (p<0.05). For the above sub-groups the recurrence rates were 23%, 30%, and 22%, respectively. There was no association for neurovascular, tendon sheath, flexor tendon or osseous involvement of the tumor at initial excision. Conclusion An anatomically-based registry was used to identify the high risk regions for tumor recurrence. This registry is derived from extremity sarcoma compartment excision principles. Within this paradigm, if a structure is directly involved with a tumor, extra care should be undertaken to confirm that there is no further involvement within or deep to that structure. Most authors agree that giant cell tumor recurrences represent incomplete initial excision. Our results suggest that the most likely risk factors associated with incomplete removal of the tumor include intricate involvement with the extensor tendon and or joint capsule. Location on the distal phalanx also correlates with increased recurrence. This intraoperative assessment designed to stage risk of recurrence offers a new approach to managing the complex problem of tendon sheath giant cell tumors of the hand.
Syndactyly Correction in Patients with Associated Syndromes
Institution where the work was prepared: The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA William Dahl, BA; Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine; E. Gene Deune, MD; Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Syndactyly is the most common birth defect affecting the limbs and is often associated with syndromes such as Poland's, Apert's, Holt-Oram, and some 25 others. Surgical correction of syndactyly is vitally important to preserve the function of affected digits. Most research into the correction of syndactyly has focused on correction of this condition in cases of non-syndromic syndactlyly alone. We have examined our experience in the correction of syndactyly in 47 patients with 152 releases, 12 of whom were affected by a syndrome listed above. A comparison of our outcomes revealed a significant difference in the need for reoperation between syndromic and nonsyndromic patients. 58% of our syndromic patients as opposed to only 17% of our non-syndromic patients required reoperation to obtain optimal correction of their syndactyly. We also found that more complex syndactyly required reoperation at higher rates than simple syndactyly. 67% of syndromic patients with complex syndactyly as opposed to 50% of syndromic patients with simple syndactyly required reoperation to achieve optimal results. It is clear from this sample of patients that syndromic patients and their caregivers must be given realistic expectations about the need for reoperation to gain the best result functionally and cosmetically. Introduction Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is thought to be due to compression of the median nerve in the carpal tunnel. It is known that carpal tunnel pressures are elevated in wrist postures of flexion and extension and in those patients with CTS. Classic symptoms of CTS include night waking with pain, tingling and numbness. These classic symptoms stimulated our interest in the relationship of sleep to the development of CTS. Method We reviewed the literature surrounding the epidemiology of CTS and the literature regarding sleep disturbances such as insomnia, snoring, sleep apnea, and sleep paralysis. Through careful distillation of these studies and a process of reasoning, we have developed a hypothesis for the cause of CTS. Results Epidemiologically it has been shown that CTS is associated with age, gender, increased Body Mass Index (BMI), pregnancy, and is more common in some populations of Americans compared to Japanese. In this report we first present a summary of the literature showing these associations. We then distill the literature surrounding sleep disturbances with a special interest in sleep position. Interestingly, the same associations noted above for CTS are strongly associated with sleep disturbances. For example, insomnia is associated with age and gender in a fashion that mimics the association with CTS. Similarly, like CTS, sleep apnea is associated with age and BMI. By compiling information from a variety of sources on the influences of sleep disturbances on sleep position we come to the startling but simple conclusion that the cause of CTS is sleeping on the side ie. in a lateral position. Discussion We believe that age, gender, BMI, pregnancy, and certain populations have an association with CTS because they all act through a common causative mechanism, they cause increased sleeping in a position on the side. We believe this position puts the wrist at increased risk of flexion or extension, compressing the median nerve in the carpal tunnel. This realization has real clinical significance in that it focuses our attention on the early disorder when it is completely reversible. Our hypothesis has several strengths. This hypothesis is simple and bundles together a previously unconnected group of epidemiologic associations. It clarifies previously confused clinical circumstances such as the patient with classic symptoms and negative electrical studies. It creates research questions that can be tested and it invites us to change our clinical perspective in this most common form of nerve compression.
Comparison of Psychosocial Profile of Patients with Neuropathic Conditions Treated with and without Surgery
Institution where the work was prepared: Hand and Microsurgery Center of El Paso, El Paso, TX, USA Jose Monsivais, MD; Hand & Microsurgery Center; Kris Robinson, PhD, FNP; University of Texas at El Paso
Purpose The purpose of this study is to evaluate the functional results after surgical and non-surgical treatment of entrapment neuropathies and nerve injuries in chronic pain patients, some who had failed surgical treatment elsewhere. Methodology/Design We conducted an archival review of records from 91 patients treated for neuropathic pain over a ten-year period in a specialty clinic. Inclusion criteria included individuals with proven nerve dysfunction experiencing pain >3 months. Diagnosis was established by history, physical examination, electrodiagnostic studies and imaging. Multiple methods were used to determine sensory and motor function. Surgical candidates were determined by severity of sensory-motor abnormalities and had no evidence of untreated or uncontrolled depression or other psychological distress. Pain was not used as the sole indicator for any form of treatment. Surgical procedures included nerve decompressions, reconstruction, neurolysis, and excision of neuromas. Medical treatment included analgesics, adjuvants, and neuroleptic medications. Both groups received periodic clinical evaluation of sensory and motor function, and assessment of pain. Psychological reports included psychological diagnosis, results of Oswestry Pain Questionnaire, GAF, and PSS. Statistician conducted analysis which consisted of correlations and Chi Square using SAS statistical program. Sample size was set by power analysis. Using a correlational approach, a sample size of 85 is required to detect a medium effect size with alpha set at .05 and power of .80. Results The vast majority of patients returned to work and reported lower levels of pain up to 5 years after onset of nerve injury/condition. Return to work was determined by sensory and motor recovery. In addition, no differences were noted between groups on a variety of psychosocial measures after treatment including pain level (p=.2), litigation status (p>0.5), and return to work (p>0.05). The majority of individuals expected total relief of pain with surgical treatment. Reported drug and alcohol abuse was lower than that of the general population and did not differ between groups. Conclusions With psychosocial assessment, support, and adequate pain treatment, there seems to be no difference in functional outcomes on several levels between those patients receiving surgical and non-surgical treatment. Patients' expectations of surgery are unrealistic and must be addressed prior to treatment. Of interest, prevalence of past history of psychological dysfunction in this group is about twice that of the general population. This signifies that patients with chronic neuropathic pain are a group with special needs that if met may improve surgical outcomes.
A Detailed Cost and Efficiency Analysis of Performing Carpal Tunnel Surgery in the Main Operating Room Versus the Ambulatory Setting
Institution where the work was prepared: Dalhousie University/Saint John Regional Hospital, Saint John, NB, Canada Martin R. LeBlanc, BSc, MD; Janice Lalonde, RN; Donald H. Lalonde, BSc, MSc, MD; Dalhousie University
Objectives Our goal was to analyze the cost and efficiency associated with performing carpal tunnel release (CTR) in the main operating room versus the ambulatory setting. We sent out a survey to members of the Canadian Society of Plastic Surgeons to document the venue of carpal tunnel surgery practices in Canada. Methods A detailed analysis of the salaries of each involved person and the cost of materials involved in CTR performed in the main operating room versus the ambulatory setting was done. A survey was emailed to practicing plastic surgeons in Canada to determine the venue of CTR performed by most of the surgeons. Results For a standard 3 hour surgical block, we are able to perform 9 CTR in the ambulatory setting vs. 4 operations in the main operating room. The calculated cost of performing CTR in the office setting is $296/case ($2664/9 cases), $333 ($3000/9 cases) in our clinic, and $401 ($3606/9 cases) in the main operating room. All of these costs assume use of local anesthesia with no sedation and no tourniquet (wide awake approach). Our survey demonstrated that 18% of respondents used the main operating room exclusively for CTR, while 63% used this setting for some of their CTR. The ambulatory setting was used exclusively for CTR cases by 37% and 69% used this type of setting for greater than 95% of their cases. Most surgeons, 75%, did greater than 50 cases of CTR a year. Conclusion It would seem logical that CTR can be performed in an ambulatory setting at a reduced cost when compared to performing CTR in the main operating room. Our findings confirm this, and demonstrated a $105 per case maximum differential between CTR performed in an ambulatory setting versus the main operating room. Even more importantly, we are only capable of performing 4 CTRs in the main operating room versus 9 CTRs in the ambulatory setting for a 3 hour standard surgical block. Therefore, less than half the numbers of patients are treated in the main operating room in the same time invested in the ambulatory setting. The use of the main operating room for CTR is more expensive, and less than half as efficient as CTR in an ambulatory setting. Our survey also demonstrated that many surgeons in Canada continue to use the more expensive, less efficient venue of the main operating room for CTR.
Pronator Syndrome: A Cadaveric Study of the True Sites of Compression
Institution where the work was prepared: Southern Illinois University School of Medicine, Springfield, IL, USA Damon Cooney, MD, PhD; Reuben Bueno; Michael W.
Neumeister; Southern Illniois University School of Medicine
Pronator syndrome is a relatively rare compression neuropathy of the upper extremity. Controversy arises, however, as to the precise site of median nerve compromise. The following study was a cadaver study defining the anatomic landmarks of compression of the median nerve in pronator syndrome. 20 fresh cadaver limbs were dissected in a similar fashion carefully removing the fascial and muscle layers while recording their relationship with the median nerve in the arm and forearm. Reference points from the biceps tendon, the medial epicondyle and the lateral epicondyle were recorded. Similarly the relationship of the pronator, the FDS, and the FCR muscles to the median nerve were noted. The sites of impingement of the median nerve were recorded. A distinct fascial coalition existed between the FCR, FDS and the pronator muscles in the proximal forearm. Adequate decompression of the median nerve in the forearm requires and thorough understanding of the fascial and muscular inter-relationships to permit a definitive surgical release.
Outcome Study of Vascularized Ulnar Nerve Transposition in 100 Consecutive Patients with Cubital Tunnel Syndrome
Institution where the work was prepared: Temple University Hospital, Philadelphia, PA, USA Julie Spears; Amit Mitra; Beth Mccampbell; Ravi Kiran; John Roussalis; Eva Chavez; Avir Mitra; Temple University Ulnar nerve release at the elbow unlike procedures for other nerve entrapment syndromes has at best an unpredictable outcome. Various approaches are described for the release of ulnar nerve entrapment including inposition release, anterior transposition in subcutaneous, intramuscular or submuscular space. The proposed benefits of submuscular or intramuscular transfer include less adhesion, better blood supply, and soft tissue protection. Despite all of the above claims, the out-come of ulnar nerve transposition has lacked satisfaction from patients and physicians alike. We postulate that the preservation of native blood supply during ulnar nerve transfer results in less scar formation due to its decreased dependence on the surrounding structures for nourishment. This is especially important when the transfer involves a particularly significant length of the nerve. Preservation of the blood supply also prevents skeletonizing the nerve and thus scar formation, adhesion, and resultant clinical symptoms of chronic pain.
The present study evaluates the outcome of 100 patients who underwent vascularized ulnar nerve transfer in the sub-muscular position. This group of patients was compared with 25 patients who underwent traditional submuscular transfer. All patients were evaluated and treated at Temple University Hospital's section of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery from 1985-2005. The vascularized transfer group's male to female ratio was 40:35. The age range was from twenty-three to seventy-eight years of age with an average of thirty-eight. Evaluation was performed by both a hand therapist and a physician prior to and after surgical decompression. The modified technique was performed through a standard skin incision, with standard preparation of the submuscular bed, release of the ulnar nerve, identification and preservation of the vascular supply of the ulnar nerve, mobilization of the ulnar nerve along with its blood supply and a rim of muscle.
Post-operatively, the patients were evaluated for relief of pain and paresthesias, return of two-point discrimination, grip strength, range of motion, degree of symptom relief, EMG results and return to work. Follow-up ranged from three months to 2 years. Evaluation of the data showed immediate improvement in pain, symptom relief of >80%, low incidence of scar tenderness, grip improvement, and an earlier return to work in the vascularized transfer group. The complication rate was <1% and the rate of recurrence was 0%. We propose that the modification of the standard anterior submuscular transposition technique produces superior results through the preservation of the blood supply and inclusion of a cuff of muscle. Loss of protective sensation 4.59-6.65. Results 3 workers (3.5 years) were normal; 9 workers (>5 years) were diminished. Positive rate was 66.98%. B. Two-point discrimination test: Normal is <6 mm. GI 119/120 tested fingers were less than 6 mm; GII 20/120 were <6 mm. Positive rate was 16.7%. 5. Digital blood pressure test Normal cut-off point <70 mmHg was abnormal. Results GI none was <70; GII 8/23 fingers ; positive rate was 35%. Conclusions 1. Semmes-Weinstein monofilament test is a sensitive and simple test to assess HAVS. 2. Cold stress test gave a lower positive rate but did indicate later damage; however, it causes patient discomfort.3. Sensory nerve conductive and NCV were useful but need a control group value.4. The S-ICAM increased in 25%, and NE decreased in 33% of vibrated workers. 5. Digital BP test and 2-point discrimination ttest both have cut-off point value; they could be used to differentiate HAVS from simple carpal tunnel syndrome.
Diagnosis for Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome
Neurochemical Response in Forelimb Tendons in a Rat Model of Upper Extremity WMSD
Institution where the work was prepared: Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, USA Jane M. Fedorczyk, MS, PT, CHT 1 ; Ann E. Barr, DPT, PhD 2 ; Mamta Amin 2 ; Marcus J. Handy 2 ; Mary F. Barbe, PhD 2 ; (1) Drexel University, (2) Temple University Incidence of upper extremity tendinopathies increases with exposure to forceful repetitive motion. Increased presence of neurochemicals has been observed in patients with tennis elbow. Young adult female Sprague-Dawley rats were used to examine the neurochemical response to repetitive forceful work tasks in forelimb flexor and elbow tendon tissues. Eighteen rats performed a high repetition high force task (HRHF; 60% maximum grip) in which grasping a lever occurred at a target rate of 4 reaches/min. Eight rats performed a low repetition low force task (LRLF; <15% maximum grip) at a target rate of 2 reaches/min. These tasks were performed 2 hrs/day, 3 dys/wk for up to 12 wks. Ten rats were controls. To examine for increased neurochemical production and their localization in distal flexor tendons, animals were euthanized with Nembutal, tissues collected, fixed in paraformaldehyde, and frozen-sectioned prior to immunohistochemistry using antibodies against NMDAr1 (BD PharMingen), SP (Chemicon) and CGRP (Chemicon). A microscope-linked bioquantification computer program was used to determine mean area fraction of neurochemical immunoreactivity (IR) in flexor endotenon, epitenon, and paratenon, bilaterally. Four-way ANOVA (group, week, limb, region) was used to determine differences. To examine for level of neurochemical production at the elbow, distal humerus and attached tendons/muscles were collected from 12 week HRHF and control rats, homogenized, flash frozen and stored at-80°C. Enzymelinked immunosorbant assays (ELISA) were then performed for SP (MD Biosciences) and CGRP (Alpco Diagnostics). Two-way ANOVA (week and limb) was used to determine differences. SP-IR was significantly increased in flexor peritendon (epitendon+paratenon) at 3 and 12 weeks and endotenon at 3 weeks in HRHF rats. SP-IR was not increased in the LRLF flexor tendons, nor was NMDAr1-IR. However, NMDAr1-IR was significantly increased in flexor peritendon and endotenon at 6 weeks in HRHF rats. CGRP-IR was significantly different in flexor tendons regions, with peritendon> endotenon, but not between exposure groups. In elbow tissues, ELISA CGRP levels were decreased significantly in week 12 HRHF compared to controls, while SP was not significantly different. The inclusion of bone with the elbow tendon tissues may have diluted the neurochemicals to below detectable levels. Our findings demonstrate that SP and NMDAr1 immunoreactivity increases in distal flexor tendon as a consequence of performing highly repetitive and forceful tasks. The response is tissue (peritendon>endotenon) and duration dependent. Increases in neurochemicals may be linked to persistent pain associated with tendinopathies of the upper extremity. Grant support CDC-NIOSH(MB), NIAMS(AB), and AAHS(JF).
Comparison of Return to Work: Endoscopic Cubital Tunnel Release Versus Anterior Subcutaneous Transposition of the Ulnar Nerve
Institution where the work was prepared: Orthopaedic Specialists, Davenport, IA, USA TYSON Cobb, MD; Patrick T Sterbank, PA-C; ORTHO-PAEDIC SPECIALISTS, P.C Endoscopic Cubital Tunnel Release (ECTR) is an emerging technique with speculated advantage of a smaller incision and earlier return to activity. Several earlier studies have demonstrated clinical efficacy of ECTR but early return to activity has not been clearly documented. The purpose of the study was to compare the return to work time for patients undergoing ECTR versus Anterior Subcutaneous Transposition of the Ulnar Nerve (ASTUN). Methods A retrospective review of 30 consecutive cases was used to determine the time from surgery to return to work. Follow-up time averaged one year for both groups. All patients had electrical studies prior to surgery. All patients had positive Tinel's and Elbow Flexion test. Severity of symptoms was rated preoperatively using Dellon's classification. Postoperative results were graded using Bishop 12 point rating system.
The ECTR study group consisted of 15 patients, 6 females and 9 males, 11 workmen's compensation and 4 group insurance; average age was 49 years, range 28 to 69. Dominant side surgery occurred in 8 cases (54%). Average length of preoperative symptoms was 26 months. 10 (68%) patients had a positive electrical study for Cubital Tunnel. Preoperative symptoms based on Dellon's classification were 10% Mild, 60% Moderate and 30% Severe.
The ASTUN group consisted of 5 males and 10 females, 12 involved workmen's compensation and 3 private insurance, average age was 44 years, range 23 to 57. Dominant side surgery occurred in 9 cases (60%). The average length of preoperative symptoms was 28 months. 9 (60%) patients had positive electrical studies for Cubital Tunnel. Preoperative symptoms based on Dellon's classification was 7% Mild, 63% Moderate and 30% Severe. Results The ECTR results were 10 (68%) Excellent, 3 (20%) Good, 1 (6%) Fair and 1(6%) Poor utilizing the Bishop12 point rating system. The average return to modified work was 2 days (range 1 to 3) and to regular work 7 days (range 5 to 9).
The ASTUN group average return to modified work was 17 days (range 12 to 22) and for full duty 70 days (range 60 to 80). Results based on the Bishop 12 point rating system was 10% Excellent, 62% Good, 22% Fair and 6% Poor.All patients returned to their usual preoperative activities. Conclusion Endoscopic Cubital tunnel release provides good to excellent symptom relief in most patients with an earlier return to activity compared to ASTUN. The differences in recurrence, complications, and long-term outcome require additional study.
Peripheral Nerve Injuries and Nerve Grafting
Institution where the work was prepared: Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA, USA Harilaos Theodore Sakellarides, MD; Boston University School of Medicine This paper evaluates the results of bridging large nerve defects with thin autographs in a series of 130 patients. Previously applied methods of nerve grafting had disappointing results. Over a span of 10 years, new techniques have been used, namely microscope, microsurgical techniques, and fine suture material. Seventy involved the median nerve, 40 the ulnar nerve and 20 the radial nerve. Ages ranged from 20 to 60 years. The time from the injury to grafting was from 6 months to 5 years. Evaluation of nerve repairs was according to the British method. Experimental work proved 1) The detrimental role of tension at the suture line. 2) The deleterious effect of postoperative stretching on successful functional recovery. 3) Regeneration axons advanced more easily through nerve grafts of 2 cm with two tension free anastomoses compared with a single suture under tension. The epineurium was the primary source of connective tissue proliferation. Motor recovery Median nerve Excellent 40%; Good 40%; Fair 20%. Ulnar nerve Excellent 38%; Good 40%; Fair 22%. Radial nerve Excellent 42%; Good 38%; Fair 20%. Encouraging results were obtained providing certain details of this method are strictly followed.
Humeral Shaft Fractures and Radial Nerve Palsy:
To Explore or Not to Explore...That is the Question?
Institution where the work was prepared: Grandview Medical Center, Dayton, OH, USA Matthew Heckler, DO; HB Bamberger; Grandview Hospital
Purpose Humeral shaft fracture with radial nerve palsy has been the subject of debate since this entity was originally described in 1963 by Holstein and Lewis. Review of the literature demonstrates support for almost any approach in treating these patients. Consequently, today's surgeon is left without definitive literary guidance for the treatment of this injury. In order to clarify how physicians are actually treating these patients, we present a survey of practice tendencies toward observation versus operative intervention for humeral shaft fractures with radial nerve palsy. Additionally, we integrate this survey with the current literature using an "evidence based medicine" (EBM) approach to propose an algorithm directing treatment of these patients. Methods We conducted an anonymous online physician survey of practice tendencies for the treatment of humeral shaft fracture with radial nerve palsy. We surveyed three groups, the American Society of Surgery of the Hand (ASSH), the Orthopedic Trauma Association (OTA), and a group of orthopedic surgery residents. Results 558 surgeons from these three organizations responded. All groups agreed, 67%, that plate and screws are the implant of choice for fixation of a closed neurovascularly intact midshaft humerus fracture in an adult. Similarly, 86% of respondents and all groups agreed that open humerus fractures with radial nerve palsy should be explored. 60% of surgeons and all organizations agreed that the closed "Holstein-Lewis" fracture is not a primary indication for exploration. There was significant disagreement for treatment of patients with a secondary palsy. Respondents from the ASSH, 71%, were more uniform in recommending exploration for these patients. Opposite, the OTA and residents had a large contingent of respondents who where neutral or favored observation of these injuries, 53% and 58.6% respectively. Conclusions Overall, there are no prospective randomized controlled trials to definitively direct treatment of patients with humerus fractures and radial nerve palsy. However, with an EBM approach using literature review, textbooks, and our survey of physician practice tendencies, trends can be outlined. Most humeral shaft fractures can be treated non-operatively, but if operative intervention is indicated and there is associated radial nerve palsy, exploration of the nerve is warranted. Closed fractures with radial nerve palsy have a high incidence of recovery and observation is justified. Evidence trends toward primary exploration of open humerus fractures with radial nerve palsy. Finally, exploration versus observation for a "secondary palsy" is controversial, and either can be supported by current practice tendencies and the literature.
Iatrogenic Injury to the Deep Motor Branch of the Ulnar Nerve in Percutaneous Pinning of 5th Carpometacarpal Fracture Dislocations: A Cadaveric Study
Institution where the work was prepared: Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia, PA, USA Minn Saing, MD; James Raphael; Albert Einstein Medical Center
Background Fracture dislocations of the 4th and 5th carpometacarpal joints are well described in the literature. However, there is little commentary available with regards to ulnar nerve injury related to these fractures and their management. A handful of case reports exist describing various levels of neuropraxia of the ulnar deep motor branch and postulate several theories to include repetitive trauma, initial fracture displacement, compression from hematoma, traction injury and iatrogenic injury from percutaneous pinning. We will report 3 case reports of patients with documented loss of ulnar nerve motor function post closed reduction and percutaneous pinning of a 5th carpometacarpal fracture-dislocation. Methods 5 cadaver specimens were thawed and under mini c-arm fluoroscopic guidance, a 0.045 in kirshner wire was placed in standard fashion, percutaneously from the dorsal lateral border of the 5th metacarpal base, across the hamatometacarpal joint and into the body of the hamate. The Kirshner wire is directed towards and into the body of the hamate. A dissection was then carried out to evaluate the proximity of the deep motor branch to the k-wire should the volar cortex be violated with our Kirshner wire. Results Our results confirm the close proximity of the deep motor branch of the ulnar nerve to the base of the hook of the hamate. In all 5 cadaver hands, the deep motor branch was within 2 mm of the base of the hook of the hamate. The penetrated K-wire through the volar cortex of the hamate was within ≤1 mm of the deep motor branch in all 5 cadavers. Conclusions Our study confirms the extremely close proximity of the deep motor branch to the volar cortex of the base of the hook of the hamate and also demonstrates the potential for injury during percutaneous pinning of 5th carpometacarpal fracture-dislocations. Clinical Relevance Care should be taken not to penetrate the volar cortex when performing closed reduction and percutaneous pinning of 5th carpometacarpal fracturedislocations to prevent iatrogenic injury to the deep motor branch of the ulnar nerve.
Outcomes in Upper Extremity Replantation a National Study of 16,128 Replants
Institution where the work was prepared: Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA Michael Chen, MD; Yale University
Background For many complex surgical procedures, there is an inverse relationship between volume and complications. Previously, our group has shown that as reimbursements for reconstructive procedures have declined, teaching hospitals are doing not only more of the upper extremity replants, but also more of the complex, multiple digit or hand replants. The purpose of this study was to determine whether this increase in replantation volume has led to less complications and better outcomes Methods We searched a national database of patients (the 1993-2002 Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS)) for failed upper extremity replants, defined as those patients who had had a subsequent amputation after their replantation. We then compared failure rates at teaching versus non-teaching hospitals. Furthermore, we examined the effect multiple replantation had on failure rates. Results 3,219 upper extremity replants were coded in the NIS, representing 16,128 replants performed in the U.S. from 1993-2002. Multiple digit/hand replants were more often subsequently amputated than single digit/hand replants (8.7% vs 5.2%). Furthermore, these failures led to an increased length of stay (7.5 days vs 5.8 days, p<0.001) and total charge ($37,166 vs $26,785, p<0.001) . Interestingly, even though teaching hospitals were taking on more of these multiple digit/hand replants and more replants in general, the amputation rate at teaching hospitals did not increase, whether a single or multiple digit/hand replant was performed. On the other hand, as the number of multiple digit replants declined at non-teaching hospitals, the failure rate increased nearly nine-fold to over 18%. Conclusion With respect to upper extremity replants, increased volume at teaching hospitals has not led to increased failure rates. In contrast, decreased volume at non-teaching hospitals has led to increased amputation rates.
Traumatic Thumb Reconstruction by Index Pollicization
Institution where the work was prepared: Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA Cesar J. Bravo, MD; Alexander Shin, MD; Allen T. Bishop, MD; Steven Moran; Mayo Clinic
Purpose Indications for pollicization of the index finger have decreased for traumatic thumb amputations/crush injuries. When the index finger is injured or severed in conjunction with the thumb, index pollicization becomes a powerful technique. The purpose of this study was to report the twenty five year experience at our institution using index pollicization for traumatic amputations/crush injuries of the thumb. Methods Seven patients treated by pollicization of the index finger after traumatic injury to the thumb were reviewed retrospectively. All included patients were males and the age at surgery ranged from 20 to 71 years, with a mean age of 43 years. Amputation levels included the metacarpophalangeal joint in two patients, the first metacarpal in two patients, and the proximal phalanx in three patients. The period between injury and pollicization ranged from 5 months to 4 years. Postoperative evaluations included thumb range of motion, opposition and pinch function, grasp and pinch strength, sensation, a "pick-up" test, and appearance. Results The follow-up period ranged from 5 months to 11 years, with an average of 4 years, excluding two patients who died during the follow-up period. All seven patients had excellent postoperative function and satisfactory results upon follow up.
Conclusions Pollicization of the index finger serves as an excellent adjunct for treatment of traumatic thumb amputations/crush injuries. Consistent results can be obtained while maintaining opposition and protective sensation after this procedure. However, technical demands are great and initial injuries to the thumb and index finger determine the final outcomes. Relatively new method in flap's surgery, perforator flaps tend to monopolize nowadays the surgeon's interest. The question is could these flaps be used not only as free flaps, as were mainly used until now, but also as local or regional flaps? Fu-Chan Wei developed the concept of free-style perforator flaps, referring to the flaps harvested after a preoperative Doppler detection of the perforators. But, the regional or local perforator flaps could also be harvested without such preoperative investigations, through a very attentive flap design, function to the defect needs, and microsurgical dissection. Because these flaps need a microsurgical dissection, but do not need microvascular sutures, they could be defined as "microsurgical non-microvascular flaps". The study refers to 49 perforator flaps harvested in the forearm and based on perforator vessels from the radial, cubital and posterior interosseous artery. In the absence of a preoperative Doppler examination, the flaps were designed intraoperatively in a free-style manner. In each case we thought to 2-3 possible flaps able to cover the defect and, for the beginning, we drew only an incision possible to be one of the future flap edges. Then, we proceed to undermine one of the wound edges, trying to find a perforator pedicle able to provide the blood supply of the flap; if there is any well represented perforator, we do the same procedure on the second wound edge. Generally, it is impossible to not find a patent perforator. Only after that the design of the flap is completed. The length of the flap must have 2 cm more than the distance from the perforator to the most distally edge of the defect. As results, we did not find a perforator in only two cases, for which we found another covering method. It was a complete survival of the flap in 38 cases, a partial marginal necrosis which healed spontaneously in 7 cases, a total epidermal necrosis that needed secondary grafting in 2 cases and a complete necrosis in 2 cases. The donor site was directly closed in 18 cases and skin grafted in the remaining cases. Mean hospitalization time was 8 days. The follow-up was between 6 to18 months. In conclusion, the perforator flaps could be designed and harvested even in the absence of a preoperative Doppler examination, by an attentive dissection and design function of the defect needs.
Cryopreservation of Composite Tissue Transplants
Institution where the work was prepared: University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA Brian Rinker, MD; XD Cui; DY Gao; BF Fink; HC Vasconez; University of Kentucky Introduction The first successful human hand transplant was performed in 1999, ushering in the era of composite tissue allotransplantation. Strategies are being developed to induce donor-specific tolerance to allotransplanted tissues, eliminating the need for long-term administration of immunosuppressive drugs with the associated high morbidity. This is expected to vastly broaden the indications for composite tissue allotransplantation, placing a great demand on the donor pool. Cryopreservation has the potential to increase the availability of donor parts for transplantation, and may even reduce antigenicity of parts. The present study investigates whether the component tissues of composite flaps remain viable following cryopreservation and presents the early experience with microvascular isotransplantation of cryopreserved composite tissue flaps. Methods 41 epigastric flaps were harvested from Lewis rats. 20 of the flaps were perfused with DMSO/trehelose cryoprotectant agent (CPA), frozen by controlled cooling to−140°C, and stored in liquid nitrogen for two weeks. 10 fresh and 10 cryopreserved/thawed flaps were sectioned and examined by light microscopy with H/E and factor VIII endothelial staining. 10 fresh and 11 cryopreserved flaps were analyzed with the MTT tetrazolium salt assay and an epithelial viability index was calculated. For the in vivo analysis, 30 flaps were divided into 3 groups. 10 flaps were transplanted fresh to isogenetic recipient animals. 10 flaps were perfused with CPA and transplanted. 10 flaps were cryopreserved for 2 weeks, thawed, and transplanted. Transplants were inspected daily for viability. Results In all cryopreserved samples, H/E and Factor VIII staining showed an intact, uniform endothelium which was indistinguishable from fresh specimens. On MTT analysis, the epithelial viability index for the 11 cryopreserved samples was 10.90±2.09, compared to 12.15±1.32 for fresh flaps (p=0.123). All freshly transplanted flaps (10/ 10) were viable at 60 days, as evidenced by normal color and hair growth. 9 of the 10 flaps in the perfused/ transplanted group were viable at 60 days; one flap exhibited partial loss. Survival of the 10 flaps in the cryopreserved/transplanted group ranged from 5 days to 60 days. Conclusion Results suggest that the skin and vascular endothelial cells of composite tissue flaps retain their viability following cryopreservation and thawing. The invivo studies demonstrate that long-term survival following cryopreservation and isotransplantation of composite tissues can be achieved and support a delayed indirect injury rather than direct injury from freezing or cryoprotectant agents, as the mechanism of transplant loss.
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Effects of the Deep Anterior Oblique and Dorsoradial Ligaments on Trapeziometacarpal Joint Stability
Institution where the work was prepared: The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA Matthew Colman, BA; Daniel Paul Mass; Louis Draganich;
University of Chicago
Purpose Osteoarthritis of the trapeziometacarpal joint of the thumb affects as many as twenty five percent of postmenopausal women. This study investigated the relative contribution of the dorsoradial ligament (DRL) and deep anterior oblique ligament (dAOL) in limiting movement of the thumb in order to determine the relative contribution to stability of the trapeziometacarpal joint. This knowledge improves our understanding of the pathomechanics of osteoarthritis at the base of the thumb and may inform reconstructive surgical strategy. Methods Seventeen intact cadaver hands were dissected to reveal the DRL and dAOL. Either the DRL or dAOL was randomly transected, physiologic muscle loads were applied to simulate lateral key pinch or thumb opposition, and a three-dimensional magnetic tracking system was used to record the position of the first metacarpal relative to the trapezium. The differences in the three-dimensional positions between the control and transected states were determined. Results In lateral pinch, transection of the DRL resulted in a mean increased three-dimensional translation of 1.3 mm, while transection of the dAOL resulted in mean increased three-dimensional translation of 0.6 mm. Significant twodimensional findings after transecting the DRL or dAOL included an increased palmar translation of 0.3 mm and 0.2 mm, an increased radial (1.0 mm) and ulnar (0.3 mm) translation, and an increased pronation of 4.1 degrees and 2.4 degrees, respectively. Conclusion In most degrees of freedom of metacarpal movement relative to the trapezium, the DRL is relatively more important than the dAOL in providing stability to the trapeziometacarpal joint.
LRTI Carpometacarpal Joint Arthroplasty With Flexor Carpi Radialis Sparing Allograft: A Review of 30 Cases
Institution where the work was prepared: Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA, USA Dean G. Sotereanos; Filippos S. Giannoulis; Rob W. Weiser; Allegheny General Hospital Purpose Trapezial excision with ligament reconstruction combined with tendon interposition has proven to be a highly effective technique for the treatment of OA of the CMC joint. We believe the same procedure is possible with use of modern orthobiologics. Methods 25 patients underwent surgical treatment for CMC arthritis with a new technique using Graft Jacket (Wright Med.) instead of FCR. Graft Jacket is an acellular human collagen (dermis) allograft. It is rapidly revascularized, repopulated with host cells and has high tensile strength. Technique The Graft Jacket was rehydrated and cut to create a 15 cm strip. It was then placed around or sutured to the FCR (the anchor) and passed into the intramedullary cavity of the metacarpal as in the standard LRTI procedure. The remaining Graft Jacket is sutured together as an anchovy to fill the former trapezium gap, so that both suspension and interposition occurred. The mean age of the patients was 56 years and the median follow-up period was 1 year. All patients had marked pain and radiographic evidence of severe arthritis before surgery. Pain, grip and pinch (tip and key) strength, stability and range of motion were measured pre-and postoperatively. Pain was assessed on a VAS (Visual Analog Scale). The ability to perform ADLs (Activities of Daily Living) requiring use of the thumb and to return to work were analyzed as well. Following surgery all thumbs were immobilized in a static splint for 10 days and then were placed into a removable orthoplast splint for 4-6 weeks. Radiographic examination was performed in all patients at the 10th post-op day, and also at 2 and 6 months after surgery. Results Significants improvements were seen with grip strength (average 25 lb) and tip (average 3.5 lb) and key (average 4.5 lb) pinch strength as well as palmar and radial abduction (average 25o). Pain was significantly reduced with an average of 6.0 on the VAS. There were no foreign body reactions or other infections in our series. Conclusions This study showed that excellent results can be achieved in strength, pain reduction, range of motion and ADLs with this new technique in which Graft Jacket was utilized instead of FCR in ligament reconstruction and interposition arthroplasty of the CMC joint. Our results indicate less morbidity than with use of FCR (swelling, ecchymosis or weakness) with excellent final outcomes.
Introduction Arthritis of the base of the thumb is common. Surgery is frequently necessary. This study investigates a minimal invasive technique of arthroscopic interpostiional arthroplasty for isolated arthritis of the CMC joint of the thumb. Methods 38 arthroplasties in 36 patients are reviewed. All patients had failed non-surgical treatment. The arthrosopic treatment begins with suspension of the CMC joint of the thumb. A 1.5 or 2.3 mm arthroscope is utilized. The trapezial surface is debrided , smothed and leveled. Minimal bone is resected. Stabiliztion is aided by Thermal capsular plication. A Wright joint jacket is placed on the trapezial surface and secured. The thumb is immobilzed for 6 weeks. ROM and strenghening are begun and continue for several weeks. Results 36 of the 38 procedures were satisfactory as to relief of pain and improved funtion. Recovery is typically acheived in 12 to 16 weeks. Preoperative pain(VAS) averaged 8.50; postoperative pain averaged 1.85. Pich preoperatively 4.8 lbs; postoperative pinch averaged 9.5. Two patients required revisiion. There were no additonal operative complications noted. Followup ranges from 6 to 48 months, average followup is 29.81 months. Dicussion Arthroscopic cuetis interpositional arthroplasty provides relief for patients with isolated CMC arthitis of the thumb. The height of the thumb and joint capsule are preserved. Biopsy has confirmed repopulation of the joint jacket with fibroblasts. Reconsitution of a joint space has been verified. Operative time, averging 51 minutes, is significantly less than comparable open procedures. Post operative pain, expressed in morphine equivalents, is also considerably less than open procedures. Revison if needed, is not impeded.
Long Term Outcome of Thumb Trapeziometacarpal Arthrodesis: A Review of 178 Cases
Institution where the work was prepared: Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA Marco Rizzo, MD; Steven L. Moran, MD; Alexander Y.
Shin; Mayo Clinic
Introduction Arthrodesis has been reported as a procedure that effectively eliminates pain and affords stability of the unstable or degenerative trapeziometacarpal joint. However, the loss of motion (especially flatting of the palm) and a wide disparity in complication rates have made this option less attractive to some surgeons. The purpose of this paper is to review the long term results of thumb trapeziometacarpal arthrodesis with respect to clinical outcomes, union and complications. Methods A retrospective review of basal thumb arthrodeses performed at our institution between 1970 and 2003. There were 178 hands in 158 patients (110 female, 48 male). Preoperative and post-operative clinical and radiographic data was reviewed. The average age was 51.2 years (range 15-77). The dominant hand was involved in 101 cases. Diagnoses included osteoarthritis (114), post-traumatic arthritis (11), inflammatory arthritis (11), prior brachial plexus injury (9), and arthritis due to instability (8), crystalline arthropathy (5). Fixation utilized included k-wires (139 thumbs), staples (14), tension band (13), plate and screw (5), compression screws (6) and none (1) . Local or no bone graft was used in 61 cases and formal bone graft was utilized in 117 thumbs. Pre-operative pinch and grip strengths were 3.2 kg and 16 kg respectively. The average pain score was 6.2. Patients were contacted and/or seen to report overall satisfaction via a questionnaire. The average follow-up was 12.2 years (range 2.5-30). Results There were 27(15.8%) nonunions. The diagnoses of these patients included osteoarthritis (17), inflammatory arthritis (6), post-traumatic arthritis (2) , and instability (2) . No correlation between the use of bone graft or type of fixation and nonunion rate was noted. There was a correlation between inflammatory arthritis and nonunion/pseudoarthrosis. Only 12 of 27 thumbs underwent re-operation or refusion. The pinch and grip strengths improved to 5.9 and 22 kg respectively. The average pain score improved to 0.7. Radiographic progression of scaphotrapezialtrapezoid (STT) arthritis was noted in 47 cases, and metcarpaophalangeal (MP) arthritis was found in 22. However, symptomatic STT arthritis occurred in only 12 cases; one thumb went on to STT arthrodesis, another had takedown of CMC arthrodesis and LRTI, while 6 had steroid injections, and the remaining 4 were not severe enough to warrant intervention. No cases of MP arthritis required intervention. Conclusion Overall patient satisfaction was excellent and both grip and pinch strengths were significantly improved. Union rate was approximately 84%. Despite progression of MP and STT arthritis, intervention was rarely warranted. Previously, the gold standard for its treatment was arthrodesis, and many methods of performing that procedure have been described. More recently, new implants have been developed that offer an alternative treatment. Total joint arthroplasty of the PIP joint is now a viable option and is the subject of this report. Methods The Ascension total joint arthroplasty system was used in a series of patients to treat primary osteoarthrosis (OA) of the PIP joint. Indications were painful OA in fingers with adequate bone stock, adequate surrounding soft tissue quality and good muscle-tendon function. Patients were treated post-operatively according to protocols developed for this purpose. Follow-up visits included physical and radiographic exams and queries about patient satisfaction. Results To date, the prosthesis has been used in 9 joints (7 patients). All patients were female with an age range of 62-81 years. Concomitant procedures were done in some instances as indicated. Minimum follow-up was one year in all cases (maximum follow-up to date=3 years). All patients were very satisfied with the level of pain relief and improvement of hand function, and they all said they would choose the procedure again and recommend it to others. With one exception, all joints achieved between 82 and 90 degrees flexion with extensor lags of 0 to 10 degrees. That was a significant improvement vs. pre-op condition. Pinch and grip strength improved 30% vs. pre-op values, presu mably primarily from pain relief. Discussion The Ascension PIP total joint arthroplasty system is made from a graphite core coated with pyrolytic carbon via chemical vapor deposition, resulting in a biologically inert polymer. It has a proven track record in long-term use in other arenas, such as cardiac valve prostheses. Pyrocarbon has an elastic modulus better matched to bone compared with alternative joint replacement materials. Use of the device for treating PIP joint arthrosis requires IRB approval; the FDA classifies it as approved for use under the restrictions of the humanitarian device exemption (HDE) policies. Early results as reported here are encouraging and are similar to results reported previously by the designing surgeons. The results warrant further study of the use of the device in those patients who meet the relatively narrow indications. Background Despite its ubiquitous use in measuring objective outcomes of hand surgery and therapy, there is limited data concerning accuracy or repeatability of manual goniometry for wrist motion. The purpose of this study is to establish the accuracy and reliability (inter/intra-rater) of three manual goniometric alignment techniques°Xulnar, radial and dorsal/volar-in cadaveric upper extremities. Methods External fixators were applied to ten cadaveric wrists with intramedullary canulated rods in the radius and third metacarpal for "gold-standard" fluoroscopic verification of posture. Wrists were positioned at angles of maximum flexion, extension, radial and ulnar deviation for reliability testing and at pre-selected angles across the range of motion for accuracy testing. At each position, wrist position was measured with a one-degree increment goniometer, and fluoroscopic angles measured digitally. Manual goniometric measurements were captured by two raters, (hand surgeon/hand therapist) for reliability measurements, and by a single rater for accuracy. ICC and root mean squared (RMS) values were calculated for all combinations and ANOVA used to test differences between techniques (alpha<0.05).
Results No technique was statistically less accurate than another (6.73a-7.52a). Each method was found to have high intra-rater reliability, with each rater excelling in their preferred method. The dorsal/volar technique demonstrated the greatest inter-rater reliability (0.915) as compared to ulnar(0.501) and radial(0.384) respectively. Conclusion Though each measurement technique demonstrated a similar degree of accuracy and intra-rater reliability, the dorsal/volar technique demonstrates the greatest level of inter-rater reliability. This parameter is important clinically, as measurements are regularly exchanged between hand surgeons and therapists.
Nerve Ending Distribution in Human Radiocarpal Ligaments: A Fluorescent Immunohistochemical Study
Institution where the work was prepared: Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA Kazunari Tomita, MD 1 ; Richard A. Berger, MD, PhD 2 ; Evelyn Berger 3 ; Kai-Nan An, PhD 4 ; Jirachart Kraisarin, MD 2 ; (1) Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, (2) Mayo Clinic, (3)Mayo Clinic/Mayo Foundation, (4) Orthopedic Biomechanics Laboratory
Purpose The function of nerve endings in human joints, including the wrist, is a topic of growing interest. Its implication in joint mechanics, dynamics and pathology is potentially great and probably underestimated to date. The purpose of this study is to report the distribution of nerve endings in radiocarpal ligaments as a fundamental step in improving our understanding of the neural influence on joint mechanics. Methods Ligaments studied to date include 20 dorsal radiocarpal(DRC), long radiolunate(LRL) and short radiolunate(SRL) ligaments and 18 radioscapholunate (RSC) ligaments. Each was harvested from ten paired fresh cadavers(5 males, 5 females, median age 74.5 yrs). The ligaments were fixed, cryostat sectioned at 50 μm, serially collected and processed for fluorescence immunohistochemistry using PGP9.5 and a secondary antibody conjugated to a fluorescent tag(Alexa Fluor 488). The sections were evaluated with confocal laser microscope(2). Results The total number and range of nerve endings in each ligament is shown in Figure 1 . Overall, more nerve endings were found in the DRC ligament than the palmar radiocarpal ligaments. There were no significant differences related to gender, age or side studied. There is a statistically significant difference in the number of nerve endings in the DRC ligament and all three palmar radiocarpal ligaments (p< 0.001). The distribution of nerve endings in each ligament is mapped. More nerve endings were found near the bony attachments and in the superficial half of the ligament. The concentration of nerve ending populations was greater in the epiligamentous sheath than the perifascisular space regions in the DRC and RSC ligaments (1). Conclusion There are consistent patterns in the distribution of nerve endings in the radiocarpal ligaments. This suggests a functional significance which remains indeterminate at this time. Future study will be required to define the role of neural integration in the wrist and its role in normal and pathologic mechanics. Resection of the distal ulna, partial resection of the joint surfaces with or without interpostion of connective soft tissue, or fusion of the distal radius and ulna with creation of a proximal pseudarthrosis such as the Kapandji-Sauvé procedure are common methods to treat the arthritic destroyed Distal Radioulnar Joint (DRUJ). One of the drawbacks of these salvage procedures is the potential risk of painful radioulnar instability. Recent biomechanical studies showed the implantation of an ulnar head prosthesis as a promising procedure to restore the anatomy of the DRUJ. The purpose of this study was to evaluate preliminary results after reconstruction of the destroyed DRUJ with an ulnar head prosthesis. 15 patients with ulnar head prostheses were included in the study and examined clinically. Bilateral measurement of grip strength (JAMAR), active range of motion and subjective outcome data (DASH questionnaire) were analyzed. Primary ulnar head prosthesis implantation was done in 10 cases, implantation followed other surgical treatments (e.g. Darrach or Bowers procedure) in 5 cases. The average patient age was 49 years, 11 patients were male, 3 female, the average follow-up time was 14 months. The Average grip strength was 75% of the contralateral hand, pro-/supination was 141 degrees (=78% of the contralateral hand), the average DASH score was 15 points. 13 patients of 14 were satisfied with the final result, in 2 patients the ulnar head prosthesis had to be removed due to an infection in one case and a persistent painful incongruence of the DRUJ in the second case.
Reconstruction of the TFCC Using ECU Half-slip-a New Technique
Institution where the work was prepared: Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, School of Medicine, Keio Univ, Tokyo, Japan Toshiyasu Nakamura, MD, PhD 1 ; Hiroyasu Ikegami 1 ; Kazuki Sato 1 ; Noriaki Nakamichi 1 ; Noriko Okuyama 1 ; Shinichiro Takayama, MD, PhD 2 ; (1) Keio University, (2) National Center for Child Health and Development
Purpose Since 1998, we treated 29 wrists of ulnar detachment of the TFCC by reconstruction technique using half-slip of the extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) tendon. We described the technique of the reconstruction and examine clinical results of the procedure. Methods There were 19 right, 8 left and 1 bilateral wrist with an average age of 34.8 years (range 13-68). All complained ulnar sided wrist pain and severe distal radio-ulnar joint (DRUJ) instability. The neutral ulnar variance was indicated in 23 wrists and positive in 6. In the positive variance wrists, the ulnar shortening equalized the abutment before the reconstruction. Periods from initial injury was 1 month to 48 years. Diagnosis of the TFCC avulsion was done by arthrogram and MRI. Radiocarpal arthroscopy could demonstrate loss of trampoline effect in all wrists. DRUJ arthroscopy revealed detachment of the radioulnar ligament origin at the fovea in recent 9 cases. The ECU half-slip was harvested and was induced inside the TFCC through the fovea area. The half-slip was tightly sutured to the remnant TFCC, then pulled out through the bone tunnel that was made at the center of the fovea by 2.5 mm diameter drill. The ECU half-slip was subsequently anchored to the ulnar fovea with the small interference screw. Two weeks long arm cast was occurred, followed by three weeks of short arm cast. Clinical results were evaluated by pain, range of rotation and DRUJ instability.
Results At final follow-up (average 21.5 months), 26 wrists indicated no pain and slight pain remained in 3 wrists. Complete re-stabilization of the DRUJ was noted in 26 wrists, however there remained moderate DRUJ instability in 2 wrists. Severe DRUJ instability remained in 1 wrist. There were 25 excellent, 2 good, 1 fair and 1 poor results. Conclusions This reconstruction technique represented real anatomical reattachment of the TFCC to the ulnar fovea, which induced excellent DRUJ stability and clinical result.
Results
The results are summarized in the Table. There was no significant difference in fracture angulation between spica and short arm casts. There was a significant difference in angulation in all three planes when comparing between casting and no casting specifically varus/valgus angulation in the coronal plane, rotation in the axial plane, and flexion/ extension in the sagittal plane, p<0.05. There was no significant difference in displacement of the fracture fragments when comparing all immobilization methods. * significantly more angulation-rotation, p<0.05
Conclusion In our cadaveric model, short arm casting was just as effective as thumb spica casting to prevent angulation of scaphoid fractures in the presence of thumb extension and flexion.
malities on plain radiographs were noted in 13 patients (12.6%), including 6 cases of thumb carpometacarpal arthritis, and one case each of an enchondroma, congenital distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) anomaly, DRUJ arthritis, intraosseous ganglion of the capitate, carpal bossing, radiocarpal arthirits, and thumb metacarpophalangeal arthritis. In only 1 (1.0%) of these cases did plain radiographs alter the therapeutic decision. In our institution, the professional and technical costs of a PA and lateral view of the wrist is $172. This confers a cost of $17,716 per therapeutically significant finding in our series. We conclude that routine radiography is not cost-effective in the diagnosis and therapeutic decisionmaking process of ganglion cysts of the wrist.
Arthroscopic Management of Dorsal Wrist Ganglions
Institution where the work was prepared: UCSF, Division of Plastic Surgery, San Francisco, CA, USA Amarjit S. Dosanjh; Scott L. Hansen, MD; Kyle Bickel, MD; UCSF
Objectives Dorsal wrist ganglions are a common ailment and the mainstay of treatment remains open ganglionectomy. Arthroscopic management of dorsal wrist ganglions has been recently described. We document our experience with arthroscopic excision of dorsal wrist ganglions. Methods 25 patients (mean age 40; range 25-71 years) underwent arthroscopic ganglion cyst excision over a 5-year period. All patients underwent diagnostic wrist arthroscopy. The stalk of the ganglion cyst and its communication with the joint was identified by probing a needle through the cyst and stalk. A shaver was introduced through the 3-4 portal and the stalk, as well as 1-1.5 cm of surrounding capsule, was excised.
Results Of the 25 patients, 4 had previously failed aspiration and the rest had no pre-operative procedure. The time to presentation ranged from 1 week to 20 years. The primary complaint for all patients was pain. Two of the patients (8%) were noted to have a tear in their TFCC during arthroscopy and this was managed during the same operation. Twenty-two patients recovered uneventfully. Three patients (12%) had recurrence; one patient had resolution after aspiration and steroid injection, a second patient failed aspiration and steroid injection and required open excision and the third patient did not seek additional surgical management. The mean follow-up was 2.3 years.
Comparison with open excision is pending.
Conclusions Arthroscopic resection of dorsal wrist ganglions can be safely and reliably done by routine arthroscopic techniques coupled with intra-articular identification of the stalk with a needle inserted through the cyst. In addition, arthroscopic management provides an opportunity to evaluate the articulating surfaces of the wrist and potentially manage additional sources of wrist pain/instability. We recommend routine management of ganglion cysts via an arthroscopic approach.
